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CRETAN EXPEDITION. 
I. 

INSCRIPTIONS FROM VARIOUS CRETAN CITIES. 

LYTTos. 

1. Base of local limestone, 1.11 m. high, 0.54 m. wide at the 
inscribed surface, 0.76 m. at the base, 0.70 m..at the upper mould- 
ing. On top are traces of the feet of the statue. Letters, with 

apices of forms capriciously varie'd, of an average height of 0.03 m. 

7 YA I6MPN@OYA( 

Y IACT cETATOd 

T9 Io ?Ay l le) V AO.ATIJ 

JVHCWO e'41C? .AYA1OY-p '17iai~ 

V 160* .4 40"~_~i jp~r ~ ?~~i:~?:Pi: ::-P- ~: : I_:.,::~:iL:~t-~_ 
::-'y, 

OY21lr-1A,?*AYLI 

AbroKpdaropt K aloapt OE- 
oi NEpota vri(t), NEpota 

Tpaiavo(t) E/3ao-Twco(t), rEp- 

/pavtco(t), AaKtKCO(t), appXtpEPi 5 
/•PEytLTo(t), 

8 83yapXtKLr 6- 
?ovuOal T? Lo , ;vb"7 (T) 7 T 

,, 
7'aptp 7'aTple0o9, Av7iLov 
27 7d7X0 Wc(t) 7-79 O'OV/LE- 

V?7) K TL'Om?)(t) 3tLa 7pWTOKO- 

10 a-Pov Tt. Kxav8tov Bot- 

vo/'iov. 
The dedication is dated from the sixteenth tribunicia potestas 

and, according to Cretan custom, from the eponymous magistracy 
of the protocosmos T. KXa'8to9 BotvdBo'3o. 
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Trajan counted his tribuniciae potestates _ beginning with his 
third - from December 10th to December 10th.1 This custom 
was followed by succeeding emperors. In the Cretan calendar 
of the imperial period, which was in harmony with the system 
of Asia Minor, the civil year began at the autumnal equinox; 
that is, in September or October.2 Consequently, the year of 
office of a protocosmos must have included fractions of two 
consecutive tribuniciae potestates; namely, the months from Sep- 
tember to December 10th of one, and from, December 10th to 

September of the following. It follows that the first three 
months of the Cretan year, beginning in 98 A.D.,3 corresponded 
to the last three months of the imperial tribunicia potestas, and 
the first nine months of the imperial tribunicia potestas corre- 

sponded to the last nine months of the Cretan apxeia. 
The inscription No. 2574 of the C.I. G. and our No. 3 contain 

a dedication by the inhabitants of Lyttos to Trajan during his 
XVIIth tribuneship, while M. Hlo/Vrrr ov KXevFevtIaS was proto- 
cosmos. This person is already mentioned as holding office during 
the XVIth tribuneship in No. 2573 of the C. 1. G. Consequently 
our T. KXai~SLo9 Botvio'3to was his immediate predecessor; and 
the present inscription may be assigned with precision to the 
first nine months of the XVIth trib. pot. of the emperor, that is, 
between Dec. 10, 111 A.D., and September, 112 A.D. 

Two inscriptions from Lyttos, long since known, are dated 
from the term of office of this same magistrate: one is in memory 
of Marciana, Trajan's sister (C.I. G. 2576), and the other in honor 
of Mattidia, daughter of Marciana (Spratt, II, Pl. I, No. 7). 
These inscriptions should be assigned to the year between Sep- 
tember, 111, and September, 112 A.D. The date of Marciana's 
death is unknown. 'The use of her name with the epithet Diva, 
found for the first time in the inscription of Trajan's arch at 
Ancona, which dates from 115, led some to the conjecture that 
her death took place about 114. But the inscription of Lyttos, 
C. I. . 2576, proves that Marciana was already dead (Oad) before 

September, 112. 

1 Goyau, Chronologie de l'Empire Romain, p. 175; Cagnat, Epigraphie latine, 
2nd ed., pp. 157, 158. 

2 Ideler, Handbuch der mathematischen und technischen Chronologie, I, 425, 426. 
Cf. also Bull. Corr. Hell. III, p. 304. 

8 Trajani Trib. Pot. III. 
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2. Base of local limestone, similar to the preceding. Height, 
1.11 m.; width in the middle, 0.475 m. Letters, with apices and 
of very varied forms, 0.035 m. high. 

Vil m? 
3.1 It 

gl, 

?z 

4r. 

1A 

i, vZ & All. 

af 

7_1 
20 

Vf, 

To 

IIhXWTe4PV e[fla- 

crTrVv, AV'roKpaTopoO 

Nepova Tpalavoi Ka[- 
oapog eYpaoTrov, 

5 'rcpuaVLKOi, 
?OKLKOVO 

yvvatKa, AvrrTTW 

q 7O~XLts &at 7rpo)- 

TOKdO4TLOV [TL.] 
KXavlov Botvo- 

10 lov. 

This inscription is in honor of Plotina, and bears the same date 
as the preceding. Another dedication to the wife of Trajan is 
made by the inhabitants of Lyttos during the following year, 
under the protocosmoship of M. 

Ilol-rior KkevpevF8a (. I. I. 
2575); a third, copied by myself in 1884 and published in the 
Museo Italiano, Vol. III, p. 668, No. 75, dates from the second 

magistracy of the protocosmos T. Flavius Comastas.1 For the 
date of the latter, see our No. 4. 

3. Another base, similar to the preceding. Height, 1.25 m.; 
width, 0.49 m. Letters, with apices, 0.03-0.035 m. high. 

This inscription is a duplicate of C.I. G. 2574, as the two 

inscriptions published under the following number are also dupli- 
cates. It follows, from the reasons given for the date of No. 1, 
that the year of the protocosmos M. Iloyz'iCo9 KXeve/Evlt8a should 
be computed from September, 112, to September, 113, and that 
the present dedication should be referred to the latter part of 
his magistracy, that is, between Dec. 10th, 112, and September, 
113 A.D. 

1 A. Semenoff, in his Antiquitates Iuris Publici Cretensium, continues mistak- 

enly to believe, like Gruter, that Kw togTas, or KwcjaoTrds, is not a family name, but 
a name descriptive of a religious office, 
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1 V4,X11M 11 
? ATT, XoHEo 

AAIK 0Y AXIEi'E Ihth, 

A - 

A1 roKp6Topt Kalta- 
pt O?EOV NEpo1v vh(L), 

NEpoiaa Tpai'avw(t) YqE- 

NacTTW*(L)t, Fp/WcVLK(t),- 
SaKLKLC(t), apxtLEpEL EyOt-cr- 

T)(L), r;taPXLK,9 E OV- 

"rcz [mT l4SO;, w r%(L) Tr%6 

OLKOVLcv-7f KTLfT77(t), 

10 AvrTrtwv -7q roXtg StL 7rpw- 
TOKOcOTAOV MapKov 

lHO/,- 
rryltov KXEv/Evltwa. 

4 a and b. Two bases, similar to the preceding. a) 1.03 m. 
high; 0.47 in. wide. Letters, with apices, 0.03-0.035 m. high: the 
o is sometimes smaller. b) About as high as preceding, but exact 
measurement impossible, as the lower part is buried in the ground; 
width, 0.53 m. Letters as in a, but the o always smaller. 

AYTOKPATOPAI<KA 
2EA PA OEOY N EPOY A 
Y IONNEPOYANTPAIANoN 

EEBA ZTON FEP M A NIKoN 

AAII I<oNA PX IEPHM E F I 
ETON AHM A PXI KH E EloY 

: I A ZTo Y I H Y TT A T o NTOR 
TT A TE PA TT A TP I AoE ToN 
TH o I KoY MEN H I< T IF 
THNAYTTI oNHTr oAIA 
AIfA ITT PoToKo MOY T 

SAAo Y IoY KoMAE TAT oB 
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AYToI<PATo P A IA I APA 
EoY NE PoY AY IoNN E PoY AN 

TPAIANoNEEBAZToN f E PM A 
NIKoNAA II oNA PXIEPHME 
FIYToN AHMAPXI KHEE o Y 
SI A ToTI1 Y TT A To N 

"roF 
T A 

TEPATTATPIAo2ToNTH :0ol 
KoYM EN HK<TIETH NAYT 
T I cN H T o AI A 1A HT pcT To 

Kol< 
MoYT 4AAoYIoY 

KnMAE TAToB 

AiTropd'ropa Kat'-apa c Eoi NEpo6a viLb Ne- 
po6av Tpaiavbv E 3aac-rv, FEptLavtKkv, LAaKtKbYv, 
apXtEpT qLla6rYTOV, 8&rl/apXtKq E 

E~ova''a 
o "•, 

-vra7oT '6 4, warw'pa warpP80s~, Tv 
""T 

' oLovUe'- 

v~ KTt'C7ITr7V, AvTr77iaw dXwo'L 8t' C 
wpw.roxo'oepLov T. 1(Xaovtov Kwo•d'ra'a T'b 0. 

The XVIIIth tribunicia potestas of Trajan belongs to the year 
114 (Dec. 10, 113-I)ec. 10, 114). These two inscriptions make 
it now possible to assign a date to the dedication to Plotina in 
No. 75 of the Museo Italiano (III, p. 668) and to that to Mat- 
tidia, daughter of Marciana, under No. 2578 of the C.I.G., 
both of which belong to the second cosmoship of T. Flavius 
Comastas. 

With the addition of these new dedications, the honorary impe- 
rial inscriptions of Lyttos reach a number so large that, in the 
present condition of excavations at least, there is nothing com- 
parable to it in any other Cretan city. They all belong, however, 
to the brief period between I)omitian and Lucius Verus, and the 
great majority refer to the family of Trajan or that of Hadrian. 
This would lead one to infer that Lyttos received especial favors 
from these two emperors. A review of this material, classified 
under the names to which the dedications refer, appears to me at 
present to be timely, especially as it will serve to reconstruct a 
slight fragment of the fasti of Lyttos during the first part of the 
second century A.D. 
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The earliest of all is an extremely fragmentary titulus in honor 
of Domitia, wife of Domitian (Bull. Corr. Hell. IX, p. 22). Then 
come ten inscriptions in honor of Trajan, dated as follows: 

Trib. pot. IX, one (Bull. Corr. Hell. IX, pp. 22-23). 
Trib. pot. XI, two (C.L G. 2572; Bull. Cor. Hell. XIII, p. 64). 
Trib. pot. XII, one (Monumenti dei Lincei, II, p. 289). 
Trib. pot. XVI, two (C.I. G. 2573 and our No. 1). 
Trib. pot. XVII, two (C.I. G. 2574 and our No. 3). 
Trib. pot. XVIII, two (our Nos. 4 a and b). 

Three inscriptions in honor of Plotina, wife of Trajan (C. I. G. 
2575; Museo Ital. III, p. 668, No. 75, and our No. 2). One in 
memory of Marciana, sister of Trajan (C.I.G. 2576). Three in 
honor of Mattidia, daughter of Marciana (C.I.G. 2577; 2578; 
Spratt, P1. I, No. 7). 

Three in honor of Hadrian, dated as follows: 

Trib. pot. VI ( C. I. G. 2579). 
Trib. pot. VIII (Bull. Corr. Hell. IX, p. 23). 
Trib. pot. IX (Spratt, Pl. I, No. 9). 

One in honor of Paulina, sister of Hadrian (Museo Ital. III, 
p. 669, No. 76). 

A fragment very badly injured and dubiously restored be- 
longing perhaps to Marcus Aurelius 1 (Museo Ital. III, p. 671, 
No. 79). 

An inscription in honor of L. Aurelius Verus Caesar (Spratt, 
P1. I, No. 5, and Bull. Corr. Hell. IX, p. 24). 

Fragment of a dedication to the sister of an unnamefi emperor 
(Bull. Corr. tHell. XIII, pp. 64-65). 

Finally, two small fragments in which the name of the emperor 
is wanting (Museo Ital. III, p. 671, No. 80, and our No. 5).2 

Two small fragments, which have been used as building mate- 
rial, were published in the Museo Italiano, III, pp. 669-670, Nos. 
78 and 77 (the latter also in Spratt, P1. 1, No. 3). In the first of 
these we read the Trib. pot. II of an emperor whose name is lost, 
while the second contains the titles of Hadrian. 

1 It is also possible that this inscription should be referred to Caracalla. 
2 To the same class belongs also, perhaps, the fragment C.IL G. No. 2580. 
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The protocosmi or eponymous magistrates of Lyttos, of the time 
of Trajan and Hadrian, whose dates can be fixed by means of this 

group of inscriptions, are as follows: 

Under Trajan. 
Trib. pot. XI Aouctavd? Meva'vpov1 

(Dec. 106-Dec. 107) (Sept. 106-Sept. 107) 
Trib. pot. XI 

(Dec. 106-Dec. 107) 
Bavafi{3ovXo• Kwodo-r'a r' 

32 
Trib. pot. XII (Sept. 107-Sept. 108) 

(Dec. 107-Dec. 108) 

Trib. pot. XVI T. KXa&8to9 Botvod3to3 
(Dec. 111-Dec. 112) (Sept. 111-Sept. 112) 

Trib. pot. XVI 
(Dec. 111-Dec. 112) M. 

Ilo/,a'rtov KXEv/tev'8a9 
4 

Trib. pot. XVII (Sept. 112-Sept. 113) 
(Dec. 112-Dec. 113) 

Trib. pot. XVIII T. (I)XaoitoV Kwodc-r7av rb 35 
(Dec. 113-Dec. 114) (Sept. 113-Sept. 114 or Sept. 114-Sept. 115) 

Under Hadrian. 

Trib. pot. VI T. K?5pvto9 AtorT7g' 6 
(Dec. 121-Dec. 122) (Sept. 121-Sept. 122 or Sept. 122-Sept. 123) 

Trib. pot. VIII Eivove Kd'vTro7 
(Dec. 123-Dec. 124) (Sept. 123-Sept. 124 or Sept. 124-Sept. 125) 

Trib. pot. IX 'A7roXXvov8t9 KXEV/LEVtOV 8 
(Dec. 124-Dec. 125) (Sept. 124-Sept. 125 or Sept. 125-Sept. 126) 

The following protocosmi, whose names occur in mutilated 
inscriptions of the same period, cannot be dated: 

KVpvtov Kwottdo-ra (C. I. G. 2580). 
Aao-re'vr, Kcwdo-ra, on a stone now used as building material, 

Xovpl/ov'??, Bv'dvrto9, KprLTtud, pp. 59-60. 

1 Bull. Corr. Hell. XIII, p. 64. 
2 C.I. G. 2572; 3Monum. dei Lincei, II, p. 289. Dr. Ricci, however, supplies the 

number of the magistracy with a 7, which would invert the dates of AoUKtav6 and 
BavatlpovXos rl 

p• 
. 

3 See above, No. 1. 
4 C.L G. 2573, 2574, and above, No. 3. 
5 See above, under No. 4 a and b. 

6C. I. G. 2579. 
7 

Bull. Corr. Hell. IX, p. 23. 
8 Spratt, P1. I, No. 9. 
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T. DXaoitoq 'AptcrroW&v rT 3 (Bull. Corr. Hell. XIII, pp. 64-65). 
'A] ryao[/AXi9 'Arya0d]wro8o0 (inscription of the time of Marcus 

Aurelius or Caracalla (?), in Museo Ital. III, p. 671, No. 79). 
T. (PX. 'A/c6'erc/roU Aeov1-ov (honorary inscription in C.I. G. 2583). 

Between 138 A.D., the date of the adoption of Lucius Verus, 
and 161, the year of the death of Antoninus Pius, must be placed 
the eponymous magistracy of HaVIav8prav aa, son of Havrav8pltac, 
whose name appears in the inscription in honor of [L.] Aurelius 

Ferus Caesar, published by Spratt (P1. I, No. 5) and by Haus- 
soullier (Bull. Corr. Hell. IX, p. 24). 

5. In the churchyard of the church r&Tv 'Arytwov 'Avapy•pOwv, 
at 

Xydha, I copied the following fragment, which belongs to an 

inscription of the same class as the preceding, but in which the 
names of both the emperor and the protocosmos have been com- 

pletely lost. The marble, besides being broken along the edges, 
has its surface almost entirely worn away. Height of the frag- 
ment, 0.45 m. ; width, 0.32 m.; thickness, 0.07 m. Letters, with 

apices, 0.035-0.04 rn. high. 

,CTHA Y? [.....T.r(L) ] 
H ,,s'O0 A[ oV] O_4fVq S 

6O Y C S][a PTOKOG- 
O/ov] KX ..... 

ovs. 

6. Block of soft limestone, found in a garden near the village 
on the road leading from Castelli to Haghios Joannes. It must 
have come from the heights of Lyttos, and was probably used in 

Byzantine or more recent times in the construction of a tomb. 
The right side, from the second line down, is not inscribed, but 
the surface is so ruined that only a little remains legible in the 
inscribed portion. It is 0.56 m. wide, 0.60 m. high, and 0.195 m. 
thick. The letters are elegant, with small apices, 0.01-0.013 m. 

high. 
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What little can be read is sufficient to show that the inscription 
contains a catalogue of proper names, each one followed by a 

number, usually IE - 15 or E = 5. But it is impossible to decide 
on the nature of this catalogue: whether it registers the contribu- 
tions of citizens, the number of victories gained in athletic games, 
or some other such list. But as some of the names, such as 

'Ewrappa", lXVOd, etc., point to slaves, the hypothesis that we 
have here a list of victors in gladiatorial games seems the most 

plausible. 

7. Square block of limestone, broken in the upper part, built 
into the outer wall of the church of Haghios Georgios on the 

acropolis of Lyttos. It is 0.60 m. high, 0.48 m. wide, 0.40 m. 
thick. The letters, of oblong shape, are 0.031-0.032 m. high. 
A cross carved in relief, and some foliated ornament, on the 
under part of the stone, date from a later use during the Byzan- 
tine period. 

ON.A1OTEAH ?IAOTE1 
M C A r O PA NOMHCA 

............ 
TH ..ATP..l ......... ......... a- 

ov 
TAorEPIt 

x qLXOTEL- 

jl(OO &yopavo!p,•]aravTa 
Tr(L) rarptlT 

5 KXA(av8'o) TVXLKO TV 

K A T Y X I K O C T ON 
lS•ov rarpowra. 

IA ONfn A T PG)NA 

The agoranomos, in whose honor the inscription was erected, is 
probably a member of the family of the protocosmos (T.) Kodpvto9 
AtoTre'A•, mentioned in C. I. G. 2579. 

8. StelM, slightly broken at the right upper corner, near the 
mouth of the well of Constantinos Stathakis at Xydha. It is 
0.49 m. high, 0.53 m. wide, 0.16 m. thick. Letters, well cut with 
small apices, 0.035 m. high. Copied by Mr. Alden. 
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A Y TT[O 

ME TNANAPO N Mvavspov 
MENAN APO Y MrMvavspov 

N E vc(Wrepov) ? 

The protocosmos [Ao]vKtavrdq Mevdv8pov, who held office at 
Lyttos during the XIth tribunicia potestas of Trajan (Bull. 
Corr. Hell. XIII, p. 64), was probably a descendant of this 
family. 

9. Fragment, apparently of Ionic column, now badly shattered, 
over the door of the house of Georgios Tambakakis, at Xydha. 
Height, 0.40 m.; width, 0.41 m. Letters apicated, 0.025 m. high. 
Copied by Mr. Alden. 

I< ON NH TO KdvVWTro 
AAIXTION NA aWtoTrnVa. 

We shall again find the name DaWorto'dvva9 in the Gortynian 
inscription, No. 16. 

10. Side of unused eo7'ta, in the house of Georgios Tambaka- 
kis, at Xydha. Fragment of stel4. Height, 0.36 m.; width, 
0.21 m. Letters apicated, 0.035 m. high. Copied by Mr. Alden. 

\A X 

4TA 

11. Fragment of marble stele with ad'toma; in the house 
of the papds, at Xydha. Height, 0.33' m.; width, 0.305 m.; 
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thickness, 0.089 m. Letters, of Macedonian times, 0.03-0.035 m.; 
the o is smaller. 

O E o K P I T/ 
OCoKpL' 

12. Stele of local stone in the lepdv of the church rW^v 'AyiWv 

'Avapytiowov, at Xydha. Height, 0.40 m.; width, 0.37 m. Letters, 
0.04 m.; indistinct in the first line. 

AI BY,'P!NQY&] Atl3vpv[o], ? 
SC2 TAAA ASwrda. 

13. Block of local stone framed by a cornice; in the field of 
Michalis Kateris or Koundis, on the heights of Lyttos. Length, 
0.65 in.; height, 0.40 m.; thickness, 0.25 m. Letters, of thin 
lines, with small, linear apices, 0.045-0.048 m. high. Copied by 
Mr. Alden and myself. 

N I < 
NtKW 

ANAPArOPA 'Avspaydpa. 

14. Large slab of local stone with raised border; in the 
field of Demetrios Lydakis, at Lyttos. Height, 1 m.; width, 
0.88 m.; thickness, 0.31 m. Letters, 0.06 m., finely cut and 
apicated. 

TEY IAOZ 

TEKY ~1Ao O 
M 

X Te(P3w 
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15. Sepulchral slab of local stone forming the dytea 7rppd'OEct of 
the church of Haghios Georgios 6 'ArycapalOtacj9e near Castelli. 

Height, 0.57 m.; width, 0.53 m. Letters, slightly apicated, 
0.035 m. high. Under the last line is a crown 

(7"-e'0avo9). 
Copied by Mr. Alden. 

E TIKTH EI AN 
'EWrKTrrLt 'Av- 

A P EA T A M EM E pea(L) ri(L) 4- 

T T ANA P MNH W7r(A) AcVp' J 
,pj- M HEXAPIN 1rF xipv. 

16. Stone with raised borders, in the inner wall of the church- 

yard 7rCov AAyt'wv 'Avapytpcov, at Xydha. Height, about 0.60 m.; 
width, 0.65 m. Letters apicated, much worn; height, 0.04 m. 
Copied by Mr. Alden and myself. 

:ABINO*: AID 
I c P T HT ANA P I aPflZtvos rato(t). 
MN H M HEI XAPI N 'Ip7 (L) dVt)8pl 

"Sabinus to the memory of Gaius. Iorte to the memory of her 
husband (Gaius)." 

Sabinus was probably the father or the brother of Gaius. The 
name 'IJOpT~ occurs also in a Christian inscription of Syracuse 
published by Orsi (Not. d. Scavi, 1895, p. 519, No. 261). 

17. Stele of soft stone, in a pile of stones recently brought 
down from Lyttos, in the field of Michalis Kateris above the 
village of Xydha. Height, 0.80 m.; width, 0.45 m.; thickness, 
0.15 m. Letters apicated; height, 0.03 m. Under the inscrip- 
tion are a mirror and a calathos. Copied by Mr. Alden and 
myself. 
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TT APHXIAEA Hap7p (sic) E - 
T E I K A IE Y4P o 7rEL Kai Ei~po- 
ZYNAT OIL - va(L) Troz 
TE K I M H rTKOLS (8iC) /pV- 

M H E X A P IN 5 I-17 xp'X 

L. 4. re'oto is rather an error of the stone-cutter for T&e'CvoL 
than a vernacular form of dative plural for Tr'eot. 

18. Stone fragment; in the house of Georgios Tambakakis, 
at Xydha. Height, 0.30 m.; width, 0.27 m. Letters apicated; 
height, 0.03 m. Copied by Mr. Alden. 

AIETA 
AFAoOI<AH 

The last sign seems a ligature of HE: 'AryaloKXiqq. 

19. Fragment of stele of local stone; in the AXcive of Manoli 

Apostolaki, at Xydha. Height, 0.50 m.; width, 0.42 m.; thick- 
ness, 0.15 m. Letters apicated; height, 0.05-0.055 m. 

P 
. 

N I A 
IICT]povta I 1M A Mae]t4gLa (or llpE ]t/a). 

20. Stele of local stone recently brought down from Lyttos; 
in the field of Michalis Kateris, at Xydhi. Height, 0.90 m.; 
width, 0.51 m.; thickness, 0.13 m. Letters apicated; 0.04 m. 

high. Copied by Mr. Alden. 

E Y 0A cE Y E;AAa(O) E- 
NOIAToA voa rTw(L) a- 
ME M TTTo AN LLErrTW(L) &V- 

A P I KA I T A TE pi KaiT aTe- 

KNA MNHM H 
KV.a 

V ' 

XAPIN xaeer- 
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21. Large slab of local stone forming the 
l/ya rpdt7rea of the 

clburch of Haghios Georgios, at Castelli. Height, 0.98 m.; width, 
0.83 1i1.; tliickness, 0.125 m. Letters: first inscription (11. 1-3), 
0.04 in., with small apices; second inscription (11. 4-5), 0.025- 
0.028 m., with larger apices. 

El-P'H NAKAI EYA 
rrEAo, 

Y-AAoTT oYTiMH'T P1 MN-I 
MHIXAPIN 

EY*YXIAFAAY YK O C lNT CO 
AN A P I AA MHAA1cM A P I W 

Elpjva ica' E'bdcyyeXov 
KaXorroi T'q(L) tL)Tr t pltv - 

Fp'YX X•pt"v. 

I do not believe that the name in the second line is a patro- 
nymic genitive from a form KdXhorrov: it certainly is the name of 
the deceased mother, and hence can be only a peculiar form of the 
dative of KaXorrco (or KaX[X]orrco), with the vocalization of the 
genitive. This ending in ov in feminine nouns is met with in 
certain pet-name forms in modern Greek. 

22. Cippus of local stone in the field of Georgios Apostolakis, 
at Lyttos. Height, 0.80 m.; width, 0.40 m1.; thicknesg, 0.325 m. 
Letters, 0.03-0.035 im. high. Copied by M\r. Alden and myself. 

) AYP I CON IZQ)CI 
M OCOAAGACoC( 

,otZ'. 
PoY <oCPoY Y QO Y ' Pouo Poso 

70(t) 7 
,raTp\ /AVh, TC OATTAT P I •M IAH C xapLV. 

It is iint clear whether we should recognize here two distinct 
inscriptions in memory of two deceased persons, Charion and 
Rufus, or a single inscriptiou. Ini the latter case, Rufus, son 
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of Rufus, should be regarded as adopted by Charion, brother of 
Zosimus. 

23. Stele of gray stone with attoma decorated in the centre 
with a small raised disk: at Haghios Joannis elq 

7r Ka/tdpta, 
near Castelli; walled into facade to right of door at ground 
level. Surface entirely worn away; inscription legible, with great 
difficulty, in first four lines, otherwise entirely destroyed. The 
height cannot be ascertained, because the bottom is buried under- 

ground; width, 0.59 m. Letters, slightly apicated, 0.03-0.035 m. 

high. 
EA TT C AE I "IA G rw( 
T 3 T A T P I K ICG 0 Cr(t) 7rarpl K[a]l 

' 
- 

T-E I P A T H A A E A rELpa 7r(L) &aX- 
4H K A 

..... 

The name Ae6TLXov occurs in another Cretan inscription, copied 
by Dr. Mariani, at Lato. See Monumenti dei Lincei, VI, p. 129. 

24. Small stele with a'toma, in the wall of the gateway to the 
church 7rw V 'AAy0v 'Avapyvpow at Xydha'. It is 0.45 in. high, 
0.38 in. wide. Letters apicated, 0.02-0.025 m. high. Copied by 
Mr. Alden. 

A I N Y CIAE 1 Aovvu-'a El- 
PHN A I •TlXj pW tOw(t) r (t) 
TT A T P I M N H rUTpt 1- 
M H C X AP I. l N xapt. 

25. Cippus of local stone in the field of Georgios Koundakis, 
nearr Haghios Joannis EI6 hT Katudpta. 

It is 0.87 an. high, 0.45- 
0.51 in. wide, 0.37 m. thick. Letters with small apices, 0.028- 
0.03 min. high. Copied by Mr. Alden. 

C W TH PI ETEAI EAAIAAI 
1OrlptS Etlatd& TH IAlA rY N A I K I 7(L) 1&a(L) yVVaL. 

WTTHPI C T P Y E Twr?/pL, Tpvpe- 
PA 3H pa(L) [T]3(t) [Ov]yarpI 

M N W4 *.- X A P I1 IN [av3] Xp 
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The first A of the fourth line has a straight cross-bar. 

CWr17ptq is a secondary formation, a diminutive of affection, of 

X•~Wnptoq, 
like 

Tixaa•v 
for TvXodatoo in another Lyttian inscription 

(Museo Ital. III, Iscrizioni Cretesi, No. 87*), etc. 

26. Fragment of stone embedded in a wall on the roof of the 
house of Manolis Myrodorakis, at Xydha. It is 0.25 m. high, 
0.45 m. wide, 0.21 m. thick. Letters apicated, 0.03 m. high. 
Copied by Mr. Alden and myself. 

1<N O 2C. .. ro r]Tg EKVOL(S 
I< NOXPC] 

10 THPIAA 
. . . ], 

27. Fragment of common stone on the steps of the cKaoeveov 
of Constantinos Calondakis, at Xydha. It is 0.19 m. high, 0.32 m. 
wide. Letters apicated, 0.03 m. high. Copied by M1\r. Alden and 

myself. E3]wpash 8w- 

MEN cD T W J Cs.) IA ) Mv^([) 

M_ MNH 
x••Mxpt. 

28. Stele embedded in a wall, in house of Constantinos Haggi- 
Kandarakis, at Xydha,. It is 0.59 m. high, 0.31 in. wide. Let- 
ters, 0.035 m. high. Copied by Mr. Alden. 

lAlOCZH 
N 3 NI .KAIIo Z- 

VOVL Kat 

BAXX EI 
BaXXd 

TOICT E 
•oZ 

TEi- 

IKNOIC 0 
•N1 

KVOL 
•Vq- 

MHCXA 
pv,. 

PIN 
L. 3, BaXXEt, or perhaps Ba(K)XEL. Cf. BacXvXt'8ov, Inscr. Sic. 

et Ital. 1144. 

29. Rudely finished column of local stone, near the chapel 
of the Haghia Triada, on the slopes under Lyttos. Length, 
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1.45 m.; diameter, 0.32-0.37. Letters rudely cut, about in the 
middle of the stone, much worn, apicated, 0.055 m. high. Copied. 
by Mr. Alden. 

4 O Y TL Ao'r- 
E P K OC CpKos 

K A TE [ Karrl- 

T ca TW. 

30. Triangular fragment of marble slab, forming part of 
window-sill in the house of Nicolaos Papadakis, at Castelli. It 
is 0.37 rp. wide, 0.31 m. high. Letters apicated, 0.02 m. high. 
Copied by Mr. Alden. 

IAG)NKAITTOAAAK 

•EYTYXHCENGAA 

W C e E.A'A TE 

T OJA 

.. rroXX]h i& a I at w roXXch . 

....ETV'9 
(or E'TUX?') 60vd&......... 

7ro vov(?) x..... 

The fragmentary condition of this epitaph, and the uncertainty 
of the reading in certain portions, make any attempt at supple- 
menting it futile. 

31. Small marble stele above the door in the house of Dimitrios 

K(ornalakis, at Xydhh. It is 0.30 m. high, 0.27 m. wide. Letters 
0.01-0.015 m. high. Copied by Mr. Alden. 

6NeAAeMOlPOAOH 
KATeKA C K N 6 MON 

P E:NATOYANi AnA 
ACNATQOYeANCC1 N 
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It is a fragment of a sepulchral epigram: 

'Ev0dE 8eIpotp' Xho2 Kare'eKXetuoee •y [rrapaKot'Ilv? 

The pentameter is half lost, and what remains of it is not very 
clear. 

32. Sepulchral stele in the church of Haghios Antonios, at 
Castelli. It is 0.43 m. high, 0.42 m. wide, and 0.10 m. thick. 
Letters, apicated, 0.04 m. high. Copy by Joannis Zographaki; 
communicated to me by Dr. Hazzidaki. 

Y 
MOCAn c EAIQ Moirar 'aXt- 
NITo Yo M N E A C Lt 7W(L) SvL() uve(L0)aT 

XAPIN xaptv. 

The Y above the first line in the facsimile is a correction of 
the ancient stone-cutter. 

L. 2. v , for vij, occurs also in other inscriptions of this period. 

33. Slab of common stone in the house of Georgios Malejanna- 
kis, at Castelli. It is 0.47 m. high, 0.38 m. wide, and 0.17 m. 
thick. Letters apicated. Copy communicated by Professor 
Xanthoudidis. 

KPA MAIC 
Kpapt(a)-s(?) Ar A A o K A E A 'Aya0oKXca(L) 

MNHMHC r)F 

AxAPIN xap,. 

The name 
Kpata(a)!' appears to me very strange and doubtful; 

perhaps it should be corrected to read Kpa(va)t•. 
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The following inscriptions come from the neighborhood of 
Castelli of Pediada, within the ancient territory of Lyttos. 

34. Broken stele of local stone, in the house of To-Xetrrj11 
Xaaov;aGcdt/l. It is 0.50 m. high, 0.43 m. wide. Letters, in- 
distinct, apicated, 0.02 m. high. Copied by Mr. Alden. 

NEIK AN P NLK 
NELK VOp KAI1 Y MA ) E: KaV E- 

x5,,') 
N C WT H P p]ov 

•,•r•p- 

MNHMHx[]p. 

Copied by Mr. Alden. 

M N H M HL (v/t7 

XAPIN xl'l. 

This inscription was imperfectly published by Xoupot ,Zy B- 

(dvrto9, in 
Kpfr:tid, 

p. 65. Of the three signs cut under the inscription, that on the left 
appears to be a purse; the others cannot be determined. 
appears to be a purse; the others cannot be determined. 

1 By the asterisk I indicate the few inscriptions which have been already edited, 
but which I here publish in a revised and corrected form. Cf. Nos. 41, 51, etc. 
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36. Stone used as &ryla 7pr'Oeot-v in the church of Haghios 
Theodoros, in the village of Nipidito. It is 0.48 m. long, 0.34 m. 
wide. Letters, apicated, rudely cut, 0.025-0.03 m. high. In the 
lower part of the stone, four figures are cut; namely, a mirror, 
a comb, a fan, and a basket or calathos. Copied by Mr. Alden. 

AI B A N O N E I Aflavos Ne'- 
K H T H I A I A F 

,() 
T-(t) i•4a() y- 

Y N All< IMN 1VVLKL LV- 

HMHM H : XA P I 
, f, 

xap(v). 

The sigma is, in both places, reversed, as in the inscription of 
Canea published by Dr. Mariani in the Monumenti dei Lincei, VI, 
pp. 205, 206. 

The v of Xadptv is omitted on the stone. 

37. Cippus of roughly hewn, common stone, mutilated above, 
in the field of Hussein Karadaidakis, in the locality called Apaov, 
near the village of Embaros. It is 0.90 m. high, 0.28 m. wide, 
and 0.24 m. thick. Letters 0.04-0.055 m. high. 

,I 0]ot 
HM01Q•-,o- 

CICN aLw3V. 

Doubtless a terminal stone marking the boundaries of public 
lands. 

The word Xcopov, or something similar, should be understood. 

38. Slab of local stone in the ruins of the country church of 

Haghios Georgios, about a mile to the S.W. of the village of 
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Embaros. It is 0.71 m. high, 0.57 m. wide, and 0.10 m. thick. 
Letters 0.02-0.03 m. high. Under the inscriptions are rudely 
incised: a reaping-hook, a pickaxe, an indistinguishable object 
(perhaps a calathos), and four animals, apparently a dog, a she- 
goat, and two oxen. 

AA I C K.AIAAMA 

AAMATPl TPEIATOI 

M N-1 M H C A C K A TT I W 

XAPIN NIMN-IMHC 

XAPIN 

Aats Ka Aa7ua- 

AaE~pXLp- TpEaa Tw^(L) L' 

W(L) 7 ̂ (L) av3p[• 
a, (L) t (W ) 

ELN"Ao-,KX (a),-7ra)tw- 
XdPLV. VL 

V411•l• 
X aP v *v 

/XVpLV. 

First inscription: The I at the end of 1. 3 is not clearly visible; 
it was, perhaps, in ligature with the P. 

Second inscription: The omission of the A in ACKATTIW of 1. 5 
is due to an error of the stone-cutter. 

The symbols cut in the lower part of the slab show that the 
deceased here named belonged to a family of peasants. 

39. Small fragment of a sepulchral stone, near the mill called 
"T70 KovSovvdrov," near the village of Embaros. It is 0.25 m. 
high, 0.50 m. wide. 
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40. Slab of local stone in the church of the village of Xeniako, 
near Embaros. It is 0.44 m. high, 0.34 m. wide. Letters, 0.02- 
0.03 m. high. 

n PAhAhA c n(ap)anXa 
AIOKA IATe H ALOKXE4a(L), r(L) 

SA Y.K YT A T H .YXVKVTaLT7r(L) 
K AI A M6, nT 0W KaL ta 7 

5 UV-qU-qS KaL 
M NHMHCKAI 
E NOIAC Xapiw. 

XAPIN 
The text is very incorrect. 

L. 1 TTPA . . for TTAP 
L. 4 1TTT . . . for MTT . . . 
L. 6 ?N . . . for CYN 

The name HapdiXav occurs also in the inscription of Lyttos, 
Museo Ital. III, p. 674, No. 90*, and Bull. Corr. Hell. XIII, p. 67. 
Compare the feminine form Hdp8aXvt in the same inscription and, 
later in this article, No. 72, 1. 2 (Sybrita). 

41*. Stele in the wall of the church of the Panaghia, in the 
village of Smari (North-Pediada). It is 0.60 in. high, 0.47 m. 
wide. Letters, apicated, 0.035 m. high. Copied by Mr. Alden. 

The inscription has already been copied and published by Spratt 
(P1. I, No. 2), but less correctly in the third line. 

A< EPA I0<N KALE I PH 
NAAA EHM EPI 
AITHIAIAEA)Yr A 
TPI MN HMHCXA 

PIN 

K'p Sov Ka'L Elp- 

va 'AyaOlept- 
St T)(L) tI&a(L) Ovya- 
rpL Ilvqlmql Xa- 

pcv. 

In the lower part of the stone three figures, - a comb, a mirror, 
and a calathos. 
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CHERSONESOS. 

42. Slab of light stone in the yard of Georgios Thobartakis, 
at Chersonesos. It is 0.67 m. high, 0.35 m. wide. Letters api- 
cated. Copied by Mr. Alden. 

TT AOYrT AA X A 
IIhov•dPXa 

A NA P I A N E ~ A H PvPt 
a',VK(K)X- 

TOZ ro70. 

The Y in the first line is smaller than the other letters, having 
been inserted by the stonecutter in order to correct an omission. 

The two letters A P are also a correction from PA. The name 
was originally written 1TAOTPAXA. 

43. I have received from my friend, Mr. Arthur J. Evans, 
director of the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, the following copy 
of a fragment of inscription which I am glad to add to my own, 
all the more that it is the only non-sepulchral inscription that has 

POTONIAMH 

.E 
KMi O N AE2 Y 

TS2E.-AKE'TIAAO TIM~OOE9AAE-ZA.2 

01"IKONOMOlA 
Q0 

AIKAA 

hitherto come to light among 
the ruins of this city. 

It is on common limestone, 
and the entire right part is 
wanting. The letters appear 
to be of the close of the Hel- 
lenistic or the beginning of 
the Roman period. 

I shall not attempt to sup- 
plement the few remnants of 
the first two lines. The four 
following lines give the name 

of a college of cosmoi, 
'Erco'•1tov 

e . . ., etc.; but even of these 
names a part only, with their patronymics, is preserved. I cannot 
even decide whether the last line should be completed with the 
name of another cosmos, or whether we should recognize here a 
case of the name of the god Asclepios, 'Ao/cXa [rtt ?]. 

The text has the appearance of an official inscription relating 
to the dedication of a monument, or some other public or sacred 
edifice, similar to the already quite numerous examples from Lato, 
Hierapytna, etc. 
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At a time that cannot be yet exactly determined, Chersonesos 
was incorporated in the commune of Lyttos, and had no impor- 
tance except as a port of this city. The cosmoi here named may 
therefore be also the cosmoi of Lyttos.1 

44. Broken stele, on a rocky heath between Calochorio and 
Chersonesos. It is 0.55 m. high, 0.45 m. wide. Letters, api- 
cated, 0.03 m. high. Copied by Mr. Alden. Revised by 
Dr. Taramelli. 

IA Z H M!oC a•/Cos E: YNO Y,; Ei'Vov 
T )T E KI N 3 W(-(L) TEKVW(L) 

MN1H MHCXAPIN E 1Vps xapLV, 

45. Fragment of limestone in the house of Manoli Kakontaki, 
in the village of Moch6. It is 0.30 m. high, 0.55 m. long, and 
0.16 m. thick. Letters apicated. Copied by Professor Xanthou- 
didis. 

SIA N CN B 
A< KI KKT T K I 

K OYM ENHC 

The inscription is in honor of Trajan. It would appear, from 
the last two lines, that only a little is wanting on the right, as 

only seven letters need be added. It seems to me strange, 
however, that an inscription which already contains the epithet 
-Dacieus, taken by Trajan in 102, should omit that of Germanicus 
(for which there would be no room), which was taken by the 

Emperor as early as 97 A.D. It seems, therefore, as if the 

inscription should be completed also on the left, and should 
read about as follows: 

[Ai'ro/Kpdropt KatoCapt eoV Nepota] 
Uvil(t) Nepota(t)] Tpaiav (tL) re/a[oro-(t), rPp- 

KovLJeLvr7V. 

1 See Museo Ital. III, passim; Monum. dei Lincei, VI, p. 277-78 (Mariani), etc. 
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This is another to be added to the many tituli furnished by 
the state of Lyttos in honor of Trajan. 

46. Steli of dark local stone, in the field of Nicolaos Tzanga- 
rakis, at Moch6. It is 0.66 m. high, 0.45 m. wide, and 0.30 m. 
thick. 

XAPMATIoN 
Xapp•artWv M A P I< I A N oTcz MapKLatv(t) r7(L) 

YI MMNHM H 2 (w) ()V-q1'q 

XAPIN xaptv. 

INI (INATOS [?] ARCADIA [?]). 

The ruins that exist near the present village of Ini (South 
Pediada), and between this village and the heights of Kassani, 
have not yet been even identified. No texts had been found 
here before the discovery of the small inscriptions which I pub- 
lish below, and these do not, unfortunately, give any clue to 
the discovery of the ancient name. Spratt was led, by the 

similarity of the modern name Ini to that of the ancient city 
of Inatos or Einatos, to place this ancient city here; whereas 
Bursian, following Ptolemy, placed it, with greater probability, 
on the sea-coast at Tsoudsouro. On the other hand, Svoronos, 
after having for a while admitted, with Spratt, that Arcadia 
was near Melidochori in the province of Monofatzi, has recently, 
in a review of Dr. Mariani's Antichita' Cretesi published in the 

"Aa-rv of Athens, June 23, 1896, put forward the hypothesis 
that the ruins at Ini are the remains of the city of Arcadia, 
set down on the Tabula Peutingeriana as about half-way between 

Lyttos and Biannos. I shall probably have occasion to express, 
in another article, my doubts regarding this identification, and 
to suggest as the site of Arcadia--or, as it should read more 

exactly, of Arcades--one that corresponds far better to the 

importance which this city is known to have had in ancient 
times. The site to which I refer is precisely on the line of 
the most direct road between Lyttos and Biannos, not taking 
the bend required to pass through Ini. 

I am therefore of the opinion that, under present conditions, 
the inscriptions found at Ini must remain unclassified. 
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47. Sepulchral stele of common stone in the wall of the house 
of Georgios Baritakis, at Ini. It is 0.45 m. high, 0.30 m. wide. 
Letters, of late Hellenistic or early Roman times, with small 

apices, 0.03-0.04 m. high. The 0 and Q are smaller. 

PPTAIo '"EpraZto )Z P TAI AI. 
Ep.rat<o. 

This proper name recalls the 'EpTa^ot mentioned in an inter- 

esting metrical inscription of Cnossos, first published by Pro- 
fessor Perdikaris, of Candia, in the 'Eaor'a of Athens (1888, 
No. 591), and afterward by M. Doublet in the Bull. Corr. 
Hell. XIII, pp. 59-60. It is the sepulchral inscription of a 
certain Thrasymachos, son of Leontios, doubtless of Cnossos, 
who had distinguished himself in a warlike encounter on 
Mt. Elaios or Edaios: 

'Ep7rat'ov PTe JoLivoc ;7in' 7 [ve]d.o'evro; 'EXatov 
obXapbrv t•rEtaQ p/nao fot'rXdt8as, etc. (vs. 5-6). 

The reading 'EXatov of verse 5, and the fact that a mountain 
of this name ("EXatov rpyxV4) is mentioned in a fragment of 
Rhianus Cretensis, quoted by Pausanias (IV, 1, 6), as being in 
Messenia, has led M. Doublet to think that the locality men- 
tioned in the epitaph of Thrasymachos should preferably be 
sought outside of Crete, in Messenia. Svoronos, in his review, 
just cited, of Dr. Mariani's Antichitd Cretesi, ventures to make 
the statement that Ertaia was a locality ini Messenia and was 
called "EXato 7pXpyiV, and quotes, in support, this passage of 
Pausanias, where, as a matter of fact, Ertaia is not even men- 
tioned. Now, in place of 'EXa[ov, it would seem as if we 
should, or at least could, read in the Cnossos inscription 
'EWatov, a word which, if referred to the epithet 'E W&, by which 
the god Hermes, according to the Etymologicum Magnum, was 
called in Crete, would be explained as "mountain of Hermes." 
But, independently of the reading 'E atov or 'EXatov, it always 
seemed more reasonable to me to consider that the place and 
the name mentioned in the Caossian inscription referred to 
Crete. 

The fact that we now find "Ep?rator (or 'Ep-raiow) used as a proper 
name of a person in Crete makes my hypothesis seem to me more 
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probable.' It .is more difficult to say who these 'Epratot were. 
Were they the inhabitants of a city as yet unknown, or of some 
little place or village named "Epra or 'EpTraa 2; or must we see in 
them the name of a tribe, of a rye'vo or of a startos, like those of 
which several have now been found in Crete ? In the first case, 

'Epramov is one of the many names of persons formed on the 
model of an 

ethnicon.or 
a demoticon, like 'AXaLkd, Adiccov, 'Ap- 

vamo;, Paprpr77ov; in the second case, it is the surviving name 
of the eponymous of a tribe or other gentile collection, like IHdl- 
CvXo, 'TXXci' , etc. 

48. House of Michalis Fassarakis, in the village of Ini. Stele 
of local stone, 0.62 m. high, 0.375 m. wide, 0.10 m. thick. Letters 

poorly cut and much worn. 

P", 
"-flow 

.0 hi 7-1 

?4 

1 Outside of Crete, I know but one example of this name --in Samos, in an 
inscription published by C. Curtius (Inschriften und Studien zur Geschichte von 
Samos, p. 13, No. 8). In 1. 8 of this text appears 'A0-KXq7prtU6il EPTAIOY, which 
Curtius in the transcription had arbitrarily corrected into 'E(o)pralov. 

2 Hesychius has the gloss "Eprts" Kpq1t.Pds. 
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It is an epitaph in verse on a woman named Damatria, daughter 
of Quintus. I do not try to restore it, but a good many of the 
words preserved are legible and intelligible. 

49. Stele of local stone, in the church of the Panaghia in the 
same village, 0.34 m. high, 0.30 m. wide, 0.09 m. thick. Letters 
poorly cut, apicated, 0.02-0.03 m. high. Copied by Mr. Alden. 

[TT TOEA I T noXE- 
AIC AMMIA a, 'A~la(L) 
A AE .i A N A' P 'AXe$avSp- Lx N E I I•K H w(L), 

NK•(L), ToICT E<No KNO 
T-&Vio- 

ICMNHMHC L' /LV7/ 

XAPIN xaptv. 

Near the last line was engraved a mirror. 

50. Village of Kassani (Kaodrvot), on the hills to the east of 
the ruins of the ancient town. Stele in the churchyard of Haghios 
Georgios, 0.84 m. high, 0.49 m. wide, 0.11 m. thick. Letters 
apicated, 0.03-0.04 m. high. Copied by Mr. Alden. 

TT A N D I A o0 E A II&vcoa 
• 

EX- 

TI EI TI-I Y N A I 
•7L 
VM(L) y va- 

KIIMNHMHHEXA KtLVV7,Ueq7 Xa- 
PINN PLV. 

PRIANSOS (?). 

(Castel Belvedere- Kastelliana.) 

It seems more probable, if not certain, that we can assign to 
Priansos the strong and magnificent elevation which closes on the 
east the upper valley of MessaraL and on which the Venetians built 
one of their most powerful forts, the Castel Belvedere. Spratt 
erroneously placed here the city of Stelae, which we are now, 
through Dr. Mariani's publication of the important inscription 
of Sitia,' obliged to seek instead in eastern Crete. From the 
district of Kastelliana comes too, as Mr. Mitzotakis, Jr., of Hera- 

1 Monumenti dei Lincei, VI, p. 300. 
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klion assured me, the greater part of the coins of Priansos that 
circulate in the antiquarian coin market of Candia. 

The most important epigraphical text preserved in this district 
is the fragment of the reply to a letter, or rather to an embassy, 
of the Samians, seen and published already by M. Doublet in the 
Bull. de Corr. Hell. XIII, pp. 72, 73. As I have again examined 
it and, after carefully cleaning the stone, found some notable 
variants, I think it fitting to reproduce it here in a copy which 
I may present as final, together with some new supplements. 

51*. It is a fragment of common stone, now built into the wall 
over a window of the new house of T. Krassonicolaki at Pera- 
Kastelliana. It is 0.39 m. high and 0.475 in. long. Letters 0.012- 
0.014 m. high. The O, 0, and Q a little smaller. 

T101A, SNT A 

HAAHEr 
N P&jo)lb A PXo 

A I A N En EYo. N.A E 

nH o o A N E MN AE 
o N rLN 

" 
A N I A l :1 A P A4A E I 

SAAI .- N X P o N % N K ATAnoAA A 
OTnN ZYNETA K EAToI K ElTA 

I ZA MI K A I l K P>T A I EA I 
-nAP EE I 

NA 
INP•• E I NIA IT A NEYNo IANAN EX oN 

IA.TETEA EKANTI 
MAMIlolloPTIToKPHTAIE nAHoo xnAPEKAAEiAEAMEEKTENI%: KA 

AoTIM^ rrKAIA -l 
rZAYToZAYTArTEKAITA:,'. ZI:AnoZTHA A NZAAYTONno AE 

• 
PAPAA l TI 

(Y:EAIEITINAN:AArAonN 
Z:AMIol I Z INE E: A 

N EA Y N T A T I A M I N K A HK N ETI 
ANYAPXO N MA NAYTollnATP ION AA MoK PATi,' 

'ITEIAN4PONTITTONTAX AnEPK AIYnEPT A 
NEKAZTONxfATPI AnNolA I L NKA IAMENE 

l K o T E N 2A b I r^TANZA M I j% NEY N o IA N4AI 

'^v TENTYXAITAI 
-rIKoI N PL 

M. Doublet has neglected to mark on his copy the edges of 
fracture, and the part preserved of the original margin on 
the right. Moreover, the lines in his reproduction having come 
out too uneven and irregular in length and arrangement, the 
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result was that he himself did not know whether in certain cases 
they should be filled out on the right or on the left, nor by what 
approximate number of letters. I have tried to reproduce here 
the form of the text in the best way possible with mechanical 
means. The lines all end in nearly equal lengths, but, in the 

original, they are a little closer together than appears in the copy, 
where the stone seems to be more high than wide.1 Lines 15-18 
are complete, and determine the exact length of all the lines in 
the stele, but the letters are carved more closely together, and 
are, therefore, more numerous in the lines of the lower part of 
the fragment; they are fewer in the upper part. 

Of the variants between my copy and M. Doublet's, I inten- 

tionally mark only the principal ones; any one may see the lesser 
deviations by comparing the two copies. 

Line 4. 11ANrP•o/I"rAPXON; M. Doublet gives PIANTj//,// 
ATTAPXOI. 

Line 5. EFEYOnN; M. Doublet, EPIEYOQN. 
Line 17. F/YNEPAY-ONTA: ; M. Doublet, .. . EITAYEONTA:. 
Lines 18, 19. AAMOKPATF// I ///AITEIAN, that is, &ajzo1par[7ij 

S7ro]XtErctav; M. Doublet gives AAMOKPAT APTEIAN, 
and reads 

3acp-otlpar[e.Iav 
I 

8(a)1.oK]apTe.aa, 
! 

At the end of the penultimate line, in M. Doublet's time, two 
more letters could be read, - KOINQI [TQ, and, at the end of the 
last line, one more, --T[O. It can be seen that the stone has 
undergone a slight mutilation at the back. 

The meaning of the fragment is clear, although there still 
remain some gaps that are difficult to fill out. We have here a 
document very similar to those represented by the well-known 
Cretan decrees of Teos, to the decree of the Hierapytnians for 
the Magnesians (Cauer2, 118), to the letter of the Allariotae to 
the Parians (Cauerl, 39), and to the fragments of the Cretan 
decrees of Mylasa (Lebas-Foucart, III, 1, p. 123, and Explic. III, 
pp. 113 ff.). An ambassador is sent from Samos to the cotvwo r-r7v 

Kprrx•t•Iv 
to renew or revive an ancient friendship. To him, the 

participle in line 5, and the t~e'zva-cr of line 6, with all that fol- 
lows, refer. The preserved portion of the stele contains only the 
" Whereas" of the decree; the decree proper begins with the 

1I had prepared a drawing in facsimile of these fragments, but by an accident 
it was ruined. 
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words 7rae ~iv of line 20, and must contain the acceptance, on 
the part of the rowo'v, of the friendship, the concession of privi- 
leges and of assistance to the Samians, and probably some honor 
for the ambassador. As it is a question of a decree of the cotvodv 
of the Cretans, this fragment doubtless represents one of the 
various copies which, probably with some addition or variation, 
must have existed in several cities of the island. 

My reading is as follows: 

............r] wp]o[]dpxov- 
5 oav caevotav Ka' t]Xiaav. - 

evE'J&v 86 

'r3 \b KprIapate'v] X0rX-o ave-'vaae 
...... .&h 7rXE]LJvo'v aac~t' 7rapaet- 

a. . . . . . &c wra]X[a]tC&v xpo'Pv ca-ra 7roXXd 
.. ... VoTrOV IVErraK E 7a OlCELtoTra 

10 cat AtXla 7rop]-rl Ytlautdov ial Kp[rl]rate'a, 7rape'8et- 
e 8 icaLt r] av atpecrtv aL av E•votav, av 'xov- 

7re 8]areLaETe'XcKartL Idctot wopw\i r Kpfrate'- 
cv] w7ki0os, 7rapelKdXEt 8a &\ erTeviLoA Ia- 
i 

0 [tXori-u o r Kat ami avTrooavTr TE Ical 7Tw 
15 ']aaroaTrrXadvaav avTov 7rodXEov -wapat•r'- 

ove alet rtLvave tryaOliv lajttotv rytveo-Oa[t 

a] vvrwav'ovura4 - Icalo'rt ai Luv KaOeKo'v EaorL - 

7C] aV brdpgovaav abroZt wd?ptLov 3a/oKpa4r[ 
7ro]Xt-rela, 4povrtrrovprac7r a7Tep al v7rep a rpa[v 20 at&a]v cdl-ovr warp&w"8 - 

dw•o• 
t dv pca\ prav '- 

. . . oErV ~aOo o r 7av a•iov EPvoLav al- 
vY7at. ...... . .a .V-ar w 'ETrLtXEoo t v re- 

...........avrEv" riXatt 7•]rya- 
Oat Icat d7 art-corplat(?) A'oe]r 7icow KOtV L [i7c4t 

25 [KpvrateL'v ............... ] 

Line 5. Among the more important results of my revision of 
this inscription is my having made clear the reading of the parti- 
ciple d7revcov, which is nothing else than 

dr•eX4Ocv, according to 
the Hesychian gloss Efe-'v deXOe~v. Of this, until now, there was 
no epigraphical example; but we can see now that it must be 
attributed to Crete, and placed with the other Cretan glosses 
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given by Hesychius: av'ca'v, avKvo'va, aao-oq, •Eoiyea-at, 
etc., for 

hXcdv, Xlcvdva, dXcaos, OdXy•lrat, 
etc. Already, in the legal in- 

scription of Gortyna, the form 
&8Ev•talt 

for &GXrrLtai (Col. V, 
line 18), had been found, which some wrongly thought to be an 
error. Other inscriptions from the same city, which I shall soon 

publish, will permit us to increase still further the epigraphical 
examples of these phonetic forms. 'EreX00d'vre is the participle 
also used in the Cretan decrees of Teos, for foreign ambassadors 
who present themselves to the cities, the assembly, the cosmoi, etc. 

Lines 7-9, which cannot be entirely filled out, are, nevertheless, 
clear as regards the meaning. They refer to the speech which 
the ambassador of the Samians has made to the owotvdv of the Cre- 
tans, reminding them with many words (th WrXLo'dvov), and demon- 

strating clearly (aaoto'v) the antiquity of the friendship and the 
relations between Samos and Crete, and the manner and the cir- 
cumstances through which the friendship was formed (aovve'araKE). 

Line 19. povrtrrovra9s: a dialectic form already known through 
the examples 

dWrpeuF•ZLTT7v 
, A4roXorytr-e'rOw, etc., of other Cretan 

inscriptions. 
The following lines are too much mutilated to allow of an 

attempt at restoration. The name 'ElrtKXi~, which occurs in the 

genitive in line 22, seems to have been that of the ambassador, 
or head of the Samian embassy, that had come to Crete. 

52*. Stel6 of common stone imbedded in a wall in the interior 
of the house of Anagnostis Kyparakis, at Castelliana (Kato-Meto- 
chi), 0.22 m. high, 0.30 m. wide; letters, 0.03-0.04 m. high. The 
a has two forms: sometimes the bar is inclined, A; sometimes 
horizontal, A. Published also by Dr. Mariani (Monumenti dei 
Lincei, VI, p. 328). 

ZCu(Lo/os 
'E- 

nlroNHTHIA H TLyH (L) 
T()(L) &&.- A Y NAI K IFEN a(L) yvvatK' yEv- 

OM M N H IAAN o[Pd]v(L) IAd41V- 

XAPIN 

ytryvoyat has here simply the meaning of 
el't: "'who 

has been 
loving to her husband." 
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53. The inscription that I communicate here I did not see 
myself, but it was copied by my friend Mr. Evans, director of the 
Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, in the village of Kato-Kastelliana. 
It is a slab of common stone, found on the hill of Castel Belve- 
dere, and is about 0.09 m. high and 0.40 m. long. 

AP M A TK /4{': ,4 ACInTOCAEM 
19OIOB0 A I A A A P T EM I 

I read, changing two letters in the first line: 

Xaplia'r[twov ica (O)paa-(v)wrTo'XqL/o[] 

0ol Oto,&lAtSa 'Apre'pt. 
It is a dedication to Artemis, which leads us to think of the 
existence of a temple to that goddess. Some coins of Priansos 
also bear the head of Artemis. 

The form 'Apret'i for 'AprTe'tBu is also found in the inscriptions 
of Haghios Galinis (Soulia). See below, No. 78. 

TSOUDSOURO. 

(Harbor of Priansos; Inatos ?) 
54. Headless marble Hermes, in the bed of the Tsoudsouro tor- 

rent near the mouth, amid the ruins of the ancient city; 1.05 m. 

high, 0.37 m. wide, 0.22 m. thick. Letters, 0.03-0.035 m. 

4.A 
*.A 

Y P H A NC 

KIONTONAZIOAO 

" wTTATOO NA Y PH 

10\ OCcI PH N A 10 C 

TON IAON 

M(aplov) A'prjXtorv 'r[dX-] 
Ltov, 70Ty aotoXo- 

ycoTaTov, Avpq- 
[X]to9 Eiprqvaio9 

The Roman gens Stalcia 
was already known from a 
Greek inscription of Poz- 
zuoli, in Arch. Zeit. XXXIX 
(1881), pp. 309, 310. 
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BIANNOS. 

Although reduced to a mere fragment of no intrinsic value, and 
moreover of a later date, I am unwilling to omit the publication 
of the following sepulchral inscription, copied on the site of 
the ancient city of Biannos by Mr. Evans, and kindly communi- 
cated by him to me. Biannos is another Cretan city that is not 
represented in the local epigraphy, the only two texts that we 
have about it belonging to the group of decrees of the asylum 
of Teos in Asia Minor. Even the slightest testimony found on 
the spot must therefore be welcome. 

55. Viano. Sepulchral stele, with comb, mirror, etc. 

~') E IA C 
H MIHTHP 
ET. B 

The tomb was that of a two-year-old girl, whose name must be 
lost with the upper part of the stone. The first line preserved 
contains the hardly legible name of the mother. 

'Op]fEta 

ARVI ("Apfts, Steph. Byz).1 

Of this place, too, where, besides indications of prehistoric 
settlements, there are found near the sea-shore traces of a little 
Graeco-Roman city or town, we possessed no written monument 
till now. Mr. Evans, in his last tour through Crete (see The 

Academy, July 18, 1896), found there, as at Biannos, a pepulchral 
inscription, which, however, is preserved entire, and which he has 
likewise been kind enough to communicate to me. It is of the 
Roman period, of the type belonging to the large class represented 
by the funerary cippi of Lyttos. 

56. Arvi. Sepulchral stele. 
E TT A 4 P OA I 'Erraqpo•tL- 
TOCAPTEMI ro7 'AprepL- 
CIATHO Y FATPI cr a(t) 7V(L) Ovyarpl 
MNHMHCXAPIN )uv? p Xacptvr 

1 'A. "AppIS, "Erre V al Ka ivKphT?. ",epptov 6pos, e68~a reAairat OAp8rol Zcbt, 
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HAGHIOS THOMmS. 

The vast and characteristic necropolis found at Haghios Thomas 
in the province of Monofatzi,1 though to what city it belonged has 
not yet been settled, yielded some inscriptions a dozen years ago. 
In my last exploration I was enabled to add to these the two fol- 
lowing. These, too, consist merely of names, carved in broad but 
not very deep incisions in the rocks, that are honeycombed with 
tombs. They are found below the present village, between Paga- 
niana and Kera Spiliotissa. 

57. Letters, 0.06-0.07 m. high. 

N (WUN OY Nvio. 

58. Letters, 0.06-0.08 m. high. 

C a)TA 2/WrdSov. 

OAXOS, OR Axos. 

59 a and b. Village of Axos. House of Photis Taphermos. 
Fragment of stele of local gray stone, inscribed on both sides; 
0.25 m. high, 0.33 m. long, 0.09 m. thick; height of letters on 
the first face, 0.02-0.024 m.; on the second face, 0.018-0.022 m. 

a b 

1Described in Spratt, II, p. 57, and in Mariani, Monumenti dei Lincei, VI, 
pp. 183-186, 
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There is very little to be obtained from either face of this stele, 
a fact that holds good in general for all these poor fragments from 
Axos. 

The text of both the part a and the part b seems to have been 
laws, which, judging from the writing, may be as old as the fourth 
century. This is true of the fragments that follow as well. 

On the face a mention is made of dvvqpot, immature youths, - 
cv.a'o, line 7, and d•]vr3ov or c']vrno0 (accusative plural), line 8, 
- which fact, taken in connection with the verb 7rrati, which 
occurs twice in the fragment, - wraia't, line 6, and 

7ra'a .t.., 
line 2, - as well as with the phrase at l reiq'l)'Oot[o], line 4, would 
lead us to believe that this law or regulation related to the 
education of youth, before the period of maturity and the 
resulting entrance into the agelai. In line 3 there is mention 
of the andreion, E6' [at]v8pql'o, and in line 6 of the cosmos or of his 
functions, oao 

. 

. .; but in what connection with the rest it is 
useless to seek. 

In this fragment the use of o for w in the genitives av8p~p'o and 
av~rjo is noteworthy. The inscription on the other side (b) has 
the w, and I can hardly believe that it is of much later date than a. 
To imagine, therefore, that we find ourselves here in the period 
before the introduction of o into the alphabet is impossible. 
Besides, this period, in Gortyna at least, is still characterized 
by the boustrophedon direction of the lines. (Cf. the Gortyna 
inscriptions of the third period in Comparetti, Iscrizioni Arcai- 

e~e Cretesi, pp. 235 et seq.). It might be maintained, on the 
other hand, that these two inscriptions were carved in the inter- 
val when the o had been introduced already but had not yet 
come into general use, and that the manner of writing, in con- 
sequence, varied according to the carver; or perhaps that the 
inscription on face a is a copy of a more ancient text. We 
must not, however, overlook the fact that the sporadic use of 
o for co, especially in genitives, is fbund also in Cretan inscrip- 
tions of the later period. The chief examples can be found 
collected together in Skins, Hept rT' Kprtic~9 &ta e'Tov, pp. 121, 
122. 

On face b oaths are spoken of, - -tzLVt4LEv, line 6, aXaee'ac 
pro . . . , line 3. In line 4 can be read 0 d'WrtdXXaov, a well- 

known word of the Great Inscription of Gortyna; in the next 
line, perhaps, 

(.8)6v 

) 
Fe/ec[v]; and in the last, 

4]JypaL-e'var 
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or 
ry]ypape'va 

a..., or, better, I 
[ypape'va, a now well-known 

form of the participle of ypdco) in this dialect. 
The form of the digamma ([) is the one that occurs in the 

greater number of the coins of Axos of the non-archaic period, 
and in the Axian decree of Teos (Le Bas, 65). The form F, 
elsewhere common, is rather rare in the coins of this city, and 
has not yet been found in its inscriptions. The more archaic 
coins and inscriptions have, instead, the special sign /Y, which 

appears also in the alphabet of Eleutherna. 

60 a and b. Another fragment of a stele of local limestone, 
inscribed on both sides, at Axos, in the house of Aristides 

Taphermos. 0.43 m. high, 0.24 m. wide, 0.07 m. thick. 
Letters, on face a, 0.02-0.023 m. high; on face 6, 0.015- 
0.018 m. 

NAT I-ET 

EAT NAAON 
\KItNTA/ & 

MECIP?O 

Face a. Here, too, we have a fragment of a law, so far as I 
can judge from a few terms which can be made out here 
and there, 
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Line 3. . .. co ~ Xa[yda-at ? 
Line 6. ..... Kpvrl-ra[t 
Line 7. perhaps c]-rataevo[v 
Line 8. yvvatKtL - 

More interesting is face b, which contains a small piece of a 

treaty between Axos and the Cretan town Tylisos, the name 
of which appears here for the first time in an inscription. From 
coins and from some non-Cretan inscriptions, one of them long 
known, the form of the ethnicon TvX'-tso and 

TvXt•'-ov 
was 

known.1 By the aid of this form it had been possible to cor- 
rect the erroneous names Cylissos and Gytisos, by which the 
town is called in the manuscripts of Solinus (XI, 4) and of 

Pliny (IV, 20, 3). The ancient name is, moreover, preserved 
exactly in the modern village of Tylissos, near Candia.2 This 
fragment gives us the name twice, both times, it is true, incom- 

pletely (lines 5 and 7), but the elements which are preserved 
in both places, and which complete each other, leave no doubt 
whatever as to its identity. 

What can be read with certainty on the stone is: 

Line 3 ...... o.Ttr T Xp,~a 
[Ta. 

.....ovTat aOcad7rep .... 
5 . . . . t TE Fa'ott 

' 
TtjXt[oo... 

'a V 
:To 

8\o oXt' rro [CEEco'Oat 
TlvXotaoi Ka\ 

e•l'e'X[Etv 
..........1E/L C' EW\ po........... 

.....a Fa~o 
a 

,\ lLrr. 

10.. 
... jotla o) Ta.......... 

.......avTa' ?wpo........ 

.ra]pataXecat...... ...... 7E T r rd[t? or roXTT e'at? . . 
. ... oTtK Ica....... 

15..... . cLxdo'[ [] ...... 

1 A 
"Ep•pA 

TvXehoto in an inscription of Corcyra, CI. G. 1840, 1. 7, and some 
KpTres TUXlILOL in Thessalian sepulchral inscriptions in Athen. Mittheilungen, 
XI, 48--49. 

2 See the only two epigraphic texts of this place in Museo Ital. III, pp. 686-688. 
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It is easy to make out, in these shreds of phrases, the expres- 
sions that occur over and over again, with little variety, in the 
various treaties of alliance and of isopoliteia of the Cretan cities 
which we possess. 

Line 5 is certainly to be completed thus: vr-t re Fat'wt 69 

TtXt [o-ov ial 
7•Ct TvXt•o-ot 

FafoZ. Lines 6 and 7 also probably 
run thus: i•'?r~7 8 7roXtrT[eeo-Oat. .... 7~t 7 r~ TvXco-i• 

FafoZ tcal 
raot Fa46wo T]vXto-o Kai /Ee'X[tELv •vw'v icati avpoprt'ovW . . ., etc. 
It is a question of the usual reciprocal concession of rights of 
citizenship with a share in divine and human affairs. 

The last portion refers apparently to fines,--. . . .7 t] Srw&ow, 
line 15. 

As regards the alphabet, what is noteworthy here is the lunar 
C for :, a sign which I have also found at Gortyna in inscrip- 
tions not later than the fourth century before Christ. Sporadic 
examples appear also in Attica, about this period, in boundary 
inscriptions (apot),1 on vases, and also on coins.2 

61. Fragment of common stone found at Axos and carried to 
Retimo, where it is preserved in the shop of Mr. Georgios Dro- 
sakis. It is 0.40 m. high, 0.34 m. wide, about 0.10 m. thick. 
Letters of the third or fourth century before Christ, 0.02 m. high; 
the 0 a very little smaller. 

T. A.-,,r o si- N on,, KAME K PA N E 1101i A 

NAAYTolAr =15. 

: 

0" 

NA I AA&AFI 
r I KA I 

iv", trP.N ATANi. 

1 Klhler, Athen. Mitth. II, 281, and C.I.A. II, 1162, etc. 
2 See Reinach, tIpigraphie Grecque, p. 208; Wright, Trans. Amer. Philol. 

Assoc., 1896, XXVII, p. 79. 
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This, too, seems to be a fragment of a law, as may be seen by 
the expressions ... .? Icptve[v?], line 3; av'o ~uye' 

-O[co, 
line 4; 

T&v SKtaa-Tdvy, line 6; but nothing can be made of it. 

62. Small terracotta cloth-weaver's weight, in the form of a 
truncated pyramid, inscribed on one face, found at Axos. It is 
0.115 m. high; the letters 0.008-0.010 m. high, the 4 a little 

longer. 

6 1 61? A KaXveCKa 

L. 1. The form of the name with the e in the second syllable 
is not new. Cf. KaXXe'vLtxo in an inscription of Megara, C.I. G. 
Sept. I, No. 33, and the Latin Callenicus for Callinicus in Hilar. 

Op. hist. fragm. 3. 4. n. 29. 
L. 2. I have no recollection of any other example of this name 

IlHpLtov. The form Ilep' La9, -avrol, however, is known. 

ELEUTHERNA. 

63. Slab of common stone in the pavement of a threshing-floor 
belonging to the Movz) 'Apaavt'ov in the place called '~? 70 oAtavoi 

Tr haXvt, near Haghia Irini, in the eastern valley; 0.42 m. high, 
0.625 m. long. Letters of the archaic period, the B 0.115 m., the 
O 0.05 m. high. 

Perhaps TO]jv ~yv. .., "the ox" (,8o0v). 
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64. Fragment of local stone, deficient on the right, on the left, 
and on top, walled into the edge of the terrace of the house of 
Manolis Zacharakis at Prines. It is 0.18 m. high, 0.57 m. long; 
the thickness could not be measured exactly. Letters with small 

apices, 0.04-0.045 m. high. 

Y K1 OYYIOZK<Aoy 

,H 
P Zb TE AI p HIPj L5 - - --T-- 

... A]ovdLcov vitk KXovo- . . . or KX(avSlov) Oioa . . 

S Aa/. a ] dTflp JTOETCtpa 'tp[c?] . . 

65. Six adjoining fragments of a cornice of local stone in the 
field of Manolis Jerakarakis, on the western slope of the Acropo- 
lis; height, 0.26 m.; combined length, 0.85 m., thickness, 0.21 m.; 
very beautiful letters, 0.04-0.045 m. high. The inscription is 
deficient on the left, complete on the right. 

~Bt~B~Y A 

L. 1. The stone-mason had marked the R with the down stroke 
like the Roman letter, but noting it in time only cut in the P part, 
leaving out the stroke \, which remains as a hardly visible 
scratch. 

The Tiberius Julius of the inscription is no other (as I am 
informed by my colleague at the University of Rome, Professor 
de Ruggiero, to whom I have shown this fragment) than the 

Emperor Tiberius. "The strange form of the name is met with 

only in an inscription of Spain (C. I. L. II, 1660) and in the lex 
de imperio Vespasiani (C. I. L. VI, 930, 1. 2), in the former case 
as a real blunder, in the latter on account of his being named 

together with Tiberius Claudius." 

66*. House of Hadgi Constantinos Zachariudakis at Prines. 
Piece of local stone forming part of the right doorpost of the 
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door to the terrace; 0.175 m. high, 0.84 m. long, about 0.20 m. 
thick. Letters with very small apices, 0.03-0.035 m. high. 

BA2IA E A P TOAEM AI< 
EY EP rE 

The stone has been probably sawed off on the right, or else the 

inscription from the beginning was carved on two blocks joined 
together. 

It was copied before by Spratt (Plate II, No. 8), but with a 
mistake in 1. 2, and by M. Thenon (Rev. Arch., N. S., XVII, 
p. 296). Churchill Babington, in Spratt's book (II, p. 425), 
has given the reading 

Bao-tXAa IIroXetzaF[ov 
ElEpy[E'[-r7v 

inferring, without hesitation, a dedication to Ptolemy Euergetes. 
I do not believe that the arrangement of the lines, as we find 
them in the fragment, permits us to express so decided an opinion. 
M. Thenon has made the same criticism. In the first line, after 
the proper name there is a good deal that is lost. In the lost 

part there might be just as well a patronymic as an epithet or 

anything else. I think, as we are evidently dealing here with 
an honorary public inscription, that the most probable supple- 
ment by which the lines preserve their right proportions is some- 

thing like this: 

Bao-tX'a 
IIroXe,.ai[ov 

ar • 79 
0rdXE.o 

or Bao-tXga HIIroXELat[ov, ,a 7rdXot roy 

Which of the Ptolemies it was remains unknown to us, since 
in the various Cretan or, more generally, Greek inscriptions in 
which King Ptolemies are spoken of, their official epithet is not 
always given. This stone may have been dedicated to the king, 
with the title of benefactor of the city, in consequence of some 
treaty of friendship made with the Eleuthernians or some inter- 
vention in their favor in times of civil discord or of war against 
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some other Cretan town. It is needless to call attention here 
to the closeness of the relations between the Egyptian Ptolemies 
and the different Cretan towns. Some of the most interesting 
inscriptions of the island are documents relating to this subject. 

67*. M. Doublet, in the Bull. de Corr. Hell. Vol. XIII, p. 48, 
has published a fragment of an interesting inscription of Eleu- 
therna, which is now kept in the collection of the Syllogos of 
Rettimo. It contains a portion of the text of a treaty of alliance 
between King Antigonos (most probably Gonatas) and the Eleu- 
thernians, which the editor has interpreted and filled out with 
great accuracy. I have again seen, and, after a final cleaning of 
the marble, again copied this text, and, in some lines, have been 
able to make out a few more letters. In most cases these 
had already been restored by M. Doublet, but, in two or three 
instances, make slight modifications in the part he supplied. Only 
in line 30 have I been able to make a substantial change in a word 
which, on another occasion, had caused mu*ch doubt in myself and 
in others, and which, in the form in which it had been read, 
M. Doublet was justly obliged to leave unexplained. Not that I 
care so much for these variants, but, because of the desire that 
a copy of the inscription should be obtainable which also repro- 
duces its material shape, and, above all, shows the outline of 
fracture (a matter neglected in the French publication, but, as 
I view the matter, indispensable in texts so greatly mutilated), 
I have wished to reproduce it here in its entirety, in a draw- 
ing which, if not precisely a facsimile, is, nevertheless, very 
nearly one. 

The preserved portion of the stele, as may be seen, is a little 
less than half. To attempt, therefore, to supply the missing 
portion with absolute, verbal exactness, however stereotyped the 
phrases in this class of documents may be, is an impossibility. 
But I do not even attempt to approach the original reading more 
closely than M. Doublet has done, by comparison with other 
Cretan texts; for, though I may prefer in some places a different 
expression, or a restitution more in accord with the measurement 
of the lacunae, my additions would agree with his substantially 
as regards the meaning, without, in their turn, being absolutely 
certain as regards the forim. I, therefore, merely repeat here his 
transcription and restitution of the text, adding below some obser- 
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vations on the principal variants I have found, and on two or 
three places where my additions would not agree with his. 

This is M. Doublet's transcription and the supplement: 

Tokb 'EXEvOepvatovs wrotd v w'v Xr]dXEov rrpb oi v av 

WroXE/ L- tao-tXcEV 'A vryovo' / ?] 'E?Etat & &re'pav ovl- 
patav yvvteE-Oat 7pb 1pao-tXa] 'Apvriyovov Ka" Maed- 
val .............. .. robv] 'EXevOepvat'ov Ka7-ca 

5 8 
T"r ab'r a ra' pa/aatka 'Av]ri(Yovov r•6 

770ro dKryo'- 
vovs avrov 

•L•& MaKedvo.wv •uL]06Va 
va viav avat1ta- 

xlav 7-LO-Oat pspbk 'EXevOepvat'ov?]. "Orav &8 'r4toqat 9r 
7ro'- 

Xtl weF7' rEt por8qEtdP rtva a'7]o0-ErXXeJaav oLt Kdo- 

pot 7r'P porOEtav 7r'v P 4r7tae-Oeav] dv qrpe'pate EcrKoom 
10 a 7' v f)* ?t-. 7-rapv 8 wapaye']vovwrat wpbvp 'EXevOepvPa- 

ovW 7rpeo~pevra Lr apa 8ao-tXwe' 'Av7rty] dvov, ovvayTewo-av 
ot Kfdeot? 7Tv lKKX7o-taP .v . .] i7upatv & ' a 7 cv wa- 

payevwvrat ot 7rpcEaPEVraLt, EAv Pp]q Tt avay'Katov KoXY- 

07t.................tT.el ... .] o Trat E8('r? )KX?7t- 
15 at ?71poa-aydrojav rov 'Avrtyodv] ov aa-'tX6'sW 

'pea-- EVTuiS Kat Xlp7parte'TtTweaP, Kat ot K]0oLpot aXXo pqv 

7rpo7rtOde7rwoav 7rpitv l 7p-rpe3EVral tTAvo]Kpioett9 8oo-tv "cav 
c' /L ka7\ oTELXJLwac Ot K0d7L'ot 7TI /]or)6Etav 8l 7TELt yEypa- 

ppe'LLvara KT 7O #rfto- pa r0^v 'EXE]vOepva([w]v P 7"v 
20 rrapay7yEXtav r70o aautXe'0 Trpdo7rwt, rtvt]]oiv, •t7roirtverooav 

oL rdo-pot SpaxLa\ F vpial . . . d]v rt 
r 

o[v]vatpeOEio-7t 
EKKXITCTjJL Wo'XEL - aPv &8 'p7 a-]vvaydywwtv 7 I- 

KXc7ltav 77 T0o o7rpEajPEV-TraF) r p p]o00-ayadywa-tv Xpn- 

pa'rTLaw-t 
7rept aXXov 7rpiv a'7rdp]ta-tv 8o0vat ro-V 

25 7 peEo-evrat'L, voXot 
E7-rw-"av] 

rot0l c7rptot10t Ol- 

7rep 
............ 

. ..] Kati a7roTreXXEt 

7~rv po0reEtav rv P rat t7pe'patc] 
•cort 

a-t' qA~ v 7ra[pa- 
y'hXwo-tv o01 7rpeoPevrab r al El EL]Pv 3ao-tXebV 'Avr[ryo- 

vo09 ,e a7rwepet T 7 o p torlOetav, o Kroo'd-~po] a 7roo0reXo'otv 
30 abT7v, rry/Ipovac KaL 3wrXa e ov7ra al]v8p[a9] EYOOPOY 

. ...... •7raph 'EXev6EpvaLt`v ]vppaXLaat, rape'4- 
t faatX-E 'Awr7yovo, EKdclrc7 ?T]? iepcLE'pa9 E' l eKca- 
(a),ov ivpa . . .] p . . v 6Po[]ob[V] .... 

Line 2. The p\], supplied by M. Doublet, although a little 
worn, can be seen on the stone. 
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Line 3. I see a * at the beginning, before ANTIFONON, which 
would not confirm the supplement 7rpb Sao-tXe'a 

'Avr7/yovov 
of 

Doublet. Perhaps it should be merely 7rpb], 'Avrt'yovov. 
Line 9. . .. .9 v Lto-OEo-av] v 7te'palt, etc. In front of the 

EN, there is visible on the stone HI, which excludes the participle 
supplied, and demands instead a verb in the subjunctive. I should 
fill out the whole phrase in lines 7-10 as follows: "Orav & ~ p8 - 

0-777tL i 7o wo' J [Xtl9 ' 7-LELv t7P V PSo)Oetav, r-]oo-TEXXeTo-cav o 0Koo-I 

[gLot &v p7' TL AvaryKatov P KowXv'oaj t 6 7pe'pal9 EtkOut a Cup i 
rl tori~t, etc.] 

Line 20. 
Tpo'•WL wrtvt]oiv, D. On the stone is seen QIOYN; 

hence we must supply TrpdrrwL 7 TWoLOV. 
Line 26. ... .al carroo7-e'XXet, D. The stone has TAI, not 

KAI. I believe we should supply here ye'yparw]rat, reading the 
whole passage (lines 25, 26) something like this: [brio'tKotC ga"rD- 
cav T70O aV]70roF( nVMTL7t(otL olr [rrep re at 7 rept r7iv . . yeypa7r]7at ; 
that is, "If the cosmoi transgress, let them be liable to fines equal 
to those prescribed for other cases." But, on account of the 
lacuna preceding yeypawr-at, we cannot guess what the cases are. 
Then should come a period, and, with Wroo0Te'XXketL, another sen- 
tence begins: 'AWroo-TXXELtv [8c' T7v /o7o0etav v ute'p]at or dv 
Tat9 5p ,av ]at" EKoctvoi & ' 1 &v Ara [paryyEt`Xwa , etc. 

Line 28. el F)]uv PacatXee,, D. The new reading of the stone 
demands that this be corrected to da \tv 8. 

Line 30. a"]vsp[a9] EYOOPOY, D., who declares that "le mot 

evOopov se lit tre's nettement sur l'estampage." Before seeing the 
stone, somne years ago, in publishing another Cretan inscription 
in the Museo Ital., Vol. III, p. 607, I had tried to defend this 
reading of AM. Doublet with the adjective Oo0pol and Oodpto9, and 
a comment by Suidas on these words. Later, Danielsson, too 

(Epilraphica, p. 6, note 2), took this word seriously. The inspec- 
tion of the marble, however, has now taken away all difficulty by 
completely removing the strange word. It is true that the letter 
which precedes the POY, through a defect in the surface of the 

stele, or through a slip of the chisel, has the appearance of an O, 
but, marked over this, an E is clearly distinguishable, while, in 
front of the EY, between this and the visible letters A: of av8pav, 
there is an E/A., therefore EAEYOEPOY1V, that is, lvWpa d? XvOe'- 
pov [v]. The king wishes, and the cosmoi pledge themselves to 

carry it out, that the Eleuthernian soldiers or mercenaries, who 
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are sent to his aid, shall be enlisted from the free men, - the free 
citizens, and that they shall not be slaves. 

The text which this stele presents to us, as may be seen from 
the words with which it begins at line 1, is not complete. The 

praescriptum of the Cretan decree is lacking; so are the conside- 
randa which we should also expect. The stele, as we have it, 
therefore, only represents the second page of this treaty of alli- 
ance, of which the first page, written somewhere else, is lost to us. 

68. Fragment of a limestone slab found at Eleutherna, and 

given, by Mr. Georgios Drosakis, to the collection of the Syl- 
logos of Rettimo, where it is now preserved; 0.36 m. high, 
0.345 m. wide, 0.097 m. thick. Letters, apicated, 0.03-0.035 m. 

high. 

PA IN 

P PAAHE AII H T 
Y X HTHNTTAIA 

A ATO 

It is a small fragment of an inscription of the imperial period, 
which I do not attempt to restore. 

69. Slab of local stone, inscribed on the edge, found near a 
tomb, now in the house of J. Drosakis, at Prines; 0.08 m. high, 
0.25 m. wide. Letters, 0.03 m. high. 

I YNTFIOM1I 

Perhaps the stone has been sawed in the upper part, but to the 

right and left the inscription is complete. I cannot imagine, 
however, that anything can be obtained from it. 

70. To Axos, or more probably, judging from the quality of 
the material, to Eleutherna, belongs, I believe, the following 
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fragment of light porous stone, which is preserved in the col- 
lection of the Syllogos of Rettimo, with no indication of its 

provenience. It is a little capital of a Doric column surmounted 
by a plinth, all in one piece. The inscription was on the ante- 
rior face of the plinth, and of it seven lines --but not all in 

good condition - are preserved. The whole fragment is 0.28 m. 

high, the inscribed plinth 0.187 m. wide. Letters, of the Hel- 
lenistic period, with the ends slightly thickened, 0.02-0.022 m. 
high. The two first'A's of the last line have no bars. 

AOY M EO 
AfrEAATA IA 
OYMHNAPX 
AOPKOt : i A 

A•C•E- 
OPA 

Nothing, or but very little, can be made out of this inscription, 
which was probably of some importance, as it may have contained 
information concerning the constitution of the agela and the rela- 
tions of the agelatai to their chief. 

What was the connection between the phrase preserved and 
the part lost cannot be seen. Perhaps at the end of the first line, 
or - as the space will hardly allow it - in the preceding line, a 
relative pronoun has disappeared, and it will be necessary to put 
a comma after tyeXa^at : 

W8. 6' •; (T) 7- 

ay, Xa"Tat, 
-8 

That is, " Let the things whose price we agelatai paid, be entrusted 
to the &pXd." Then, standing alone in the last two lines, is a 
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proper name with its patronymic Ao'pKco Favafado'pa, which is 

perhaps a repetition of the name of the author of the proposition 
or of whatever document it may be,--a name which must, in 
all probability, have occurred in the beginning; or else it may 
be the name of some secretary or other person that we cannot 
guess. At any rate, it does not seem to me possible to make 
room for this nominative in the phrase above. 

The persons composing the agela are here called yeX&^rTat. In 
the inscriptions hitherto known they appear with the name 

•/re- XaOL (Cauer,1 No. 38, 1. 10 and 42, 1. 43). We do not know 
whether the third form too, - that by which they are named in 

Hesychius's gloss, - 
aydEXdr'ov"' 

* CMNovo. Kp)TE, was in use or 
whether this must really be emended, as some have proposed, 
into 

ay'eXd7a," 
roT ~if0povUm.1 

The apXde of line 5 is what Ephorus in Strabo (X, p. 739) and 
Heraclides Ponticus (Fragm. III, 3) call apXcov of the agela. The 
latter, however, calls him also c~yeXdrT?; and by this Dr. Hoeck2 
and Schoemann3 were led to suppose that 

a/yeXad-rot 
or 

a/e7Xao'roT were the youths, and 
a•yEXad'ra 

in reality their chief. But this 
is not confirmed by our fragment. In one of our archaic inscrip- 
tions of Gortyna the chief of the &vspEWov is also called apXdo. 

The lack of the iota adscriptum after the f of cpXC^(t) is perhaps 
due to an oversight of the man who carved the inscription, or to 
the absolute lack of room at the end of the line and to the carver's 
not wishing to carry the silent t to the beginning of the following 
line. 

The forms 8o6tvi7v and 8o6telOa are noticeable for the vowel 
sound in the root syllable. As for the infinitive in qv, we already 
possess examples of it in Crete, -and in fact for the very verb 
that occurs here, d'u?pav, acTao/d.uLv, etc.,- but only for the archaic 

period 
((Gortyna• fragments of the north wall; and Fabricius, 

fragments in Comparetti, Iscriz. Cretesi arcaiche, Nos. 152 seqq., 
No. 175). For the later period we have only the infinitives of 
the verb EIF L, 

" 
v anid Uqyv, sporadically in the inscription of 

Dreros (lMuseo Ital. III, pp. 657 seqq., No. 73*). 

1 Cohn, de Aristoph. Byz. et Sueton. Eustathii auct. p. 300. Baunack wished to 
read acyyEXdorav5 (Hesychiana, in Baunack, Studien auf dem Gebiete der Griech, 
and Arisch. Sprachen, p. 40. 

2 Kreta, III, p. 100. 
3 Greek Antiquities, I, p. 376 of the Italian edition. 
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71. The provenience of the following sepulchral stele is also 
uncertain; but it was assuredly in the department of Rettimo or 
its immediate neighborhood. It is likewise preserved in the Syl- 
logos of that city. A marble slab, 0.465 m. high, 0.29 m. wide, 
0.075 m. thick, broken on the upper and lower edges. The lower 

inscription is carved accurately in elegant characters; the upper 
one seems cut with a dull-edged instrument, and with less care- 
it was evidently added to the lower one at a later date. The 
letters in inscription a are 0.025-0.03 m. high; those in the upper 
inscription (b), 0.0.5-0.055 m. 

E NE 70)AP 

T YPF 1IA 

o NAM f lL 

MEN NeA P ZN 

b) Mcvrecp- 

lvpy a. 

a) 'Ovacw- 
McvcOaBpar. 

For the feminine name 
'Ovao'tuO, 

of which I can remember no 
other example, cf. the well-known name 'Ovaao- and 'Ovao-orv. 

SYBRITA. 

Of this town, the ruins of which are seen on top of the hill of 
Thronos and on the slope towards the Turkish village of Genna, 
we possessed till now no epigraphic monument, save the decree 
relating to the asylum of Teos found in the temple of Dionysus 
in that city of Asia Minor. Although mere sepulchral titles of 
late date, the following little inscriptions from its necropolis are 
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therefore not entirely unimportant. They enable us to add to 
local Cretan epigraphy one town more, and lead us to hope that 
if new investigations are made in the place these inscriptions will 
not long stand alone. The ruins of Sybrita, especially those that 
are seen at the foot of the Acropolis hill toward Genna and 

Apost61i, impressed me as being more interesting than they seem 
to have been to Dr. Mariani.1 Its coins, too, show that it was 
a rich and flourishing city, and its importance-- due in great 
part to its fine and strong position, dominating all the lower 

valley of Amari, and to the fertility of its soil - must have con- 
tinued for a long time even after the fall of paganism'. Sybrita 
appears in the Notitiae as the seat of a bishopric, and two of its 
bishops are mentioned, the former as present at the Council of 
Chalcedon, the latter at the Second Council of Nicaea.2 I think 
it not improbable that some Christian inscriptions of the Syllogos 
of Rettimo, with no marks of origin, which I shall publish in my 
second paper, may come from this place. 

72. Slab of common local stone, in the house of Abdullah-Aga 
at Genna (Fe'vva); 0.29 m. high, 0.42 m. wide, 0.11 m. thick. 
Letters apicated, 0.02 m. high. 

SAAFAGO X4ya 
TT A P A A A E IIaps8L\a 

THEAYTOY r-q() )avroD 

I-YNAIKIMNH yUV•LKv 
V77j- 

E,?u77 Xaptv 

MH-XAPIN 
I N v . 

ETON IH 

73. Cippus of common stone, in the house of Abdullah-Aga at 
Genna; 0.38 m. high, 0.195 m. wide, 0.14 m. thick. Letters, 
0.010-0.015 m. high. The text is very incorrect. 

L. 2 AAI . . . sic 
L. 3 YCIW. . . sic 
L. 4 MH for MHC 

1 Monumenti dei Lincei, VI, p. 217. 
2 See the Acts of the Councils in my note in the introduction to the Christian 

inscriptions below, p. 603, and Cornelius, Creta Sacra, I, p. 255. 
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Tn ANe E IA 

AhAlEY eEPI2, 
(AIXk)EvOpC•8 T W Y I C IW W(L) V`LW(L) 

MNHMHX APIN 
I(• 

. 
ETWN IZ 

The form AiXEvO'ptSt for 'EXevUO'ptt is analogous to airTwv for 

cWCV in another sepulchral inscription of this place and of the 
same period, which was so much injured that it could not be 

copied. 
I have accented 'EXEUe'pt8t, accepting a form 'EXEvOeptL, which 

would be the masculine of the well-known woman's name 'EXevu 
OEp(9. 

74. Ka/oEvdeov of Ademis-Aga, in the same village. Small 
stele of local stone, 0.45 m. high, 0.31 m. wide, 0.10 m. thick. 
Letters, 0.02-0.025 m. high. 

MAPeA 
E TTI K TA MapOa 

'ErLKra(t) TWI AL IG 7Tj(L) 1'&>(t) 

A N A P I M N avSpi uv- 

HMHCXA MTH ,C x- pL', (TOV 
PINETC N WK. 

KE 

'ETrTcra9 or 'EWKTTaiS, a name already known, is probably the 
pet-form for 

'EvWKT7r•Tro. 
On the other hand, the name 'ErveI'O-cra 

in the inscription of Lyttos, No. 106 of the Museo Ital. (III, p. 680), 
is very strange if correct; or should we rather read 'EvrE'rc7a, 
erasing the a- as being a mistake of the stone-cutter? The two 
names of this inscription seem to indicate persons of servile con- 
dition. Mdpla is a foreign name, peculiar to Syria. 

75. Small stele of soft stone found at Genna, now in the 
possession of Mr. Sigan6s, jeweller at Rettimno; 0.255 m. high, 
0.155 m. wide, 0.05 m. thick. Letters rudely cut, 0.015-0.017 m. 
high. The first five lines underscored. 
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The [MNH] of 1. 4 was evidently written in ligature, as there 
is not sufficient room for three separate letters. 

oY IAN 

T W I l W 

17 AI A I 

MHC X APIN 

6 T W'N A 

M i 0 Y C) - 

'IovAXav[Es 

'IovXtavi'(,) 

T(.(L) 
i'lS(L) 

7raCLL'w(L) [,uLv- 

ETW Ya a 

/Al(ro)vs. 

76. Small stele of porous stone found at Genna, and now, with 
the preceding one, in Mr. Sigan6s's shop at Rettimo ; 0.32 m. high, 
0.22 m. wide, 0.065 m. thick. An ornamental rosette above the 
inscription; the lines underscored. Letters, 0.023-0.024 m. high. 

M er- e-e W N e-TT A 

SP.O A e -T H T H 

r Y NAI K IMNH 

M•HC X A P IN N 

TWN K 

McEy•owv 'E7ra- 

ObposcLT?1(L) ^(L) 

yvVaLKL LYv?- 

7TV K. 

Observe the peculiar form of the e and the ligature of the second 
line, showing a tendency to cursive writing. 
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SANCTUARY OF HERMES Kpavalo^. 

77. I have published, in Vol. II of the Museo Italiano, the 
archaic terracottas found in the grotto of Hermes Cranaeus some 

years ago. I have now a little inscription of later times from the 
same place. It consists of a single name, written on a small terra- 
cotta discus perforated horizontally so as to be suspended by a 
cord. It is now in the hands of Mr. Sigan6s, at Rettimo. The 
diameter is 0.082 m.; the thickness, 0.016 m. Letters, raised in 
a rectangular field with a border, 0.008 m. high; the P a little 

longer. 

* 

APx APaCT C 

'ApXape'a-va(. 

The object, representing very probably a weaver's weight, like 
the terracotta from Oaxos (No. 62 above), is offered as an ana- 
thema by a woman named 'ApXape'o-ra. 

Similar weights of various periods, but without inscriptions, 
will be published with the terracottas found at Praesos, Phaestos, 
etc., in a later article. 

SOULfA. 

This little coast town mentioned by the author of the Stadi- 
asmusI was rightly identified, as I believe, by Pashley2 with the 
ruins that are seen in a little indentation in the coast called 

1 Stad. M. M. ?? 324-325. See also Miiller's notes in Didot's edition. 
2 I, p. 304. 
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Haghios Galinis, directly west of the Bay of Messara. A dozen 

years ago the inhabitants of the neighboring villages of the 
interior, wishing to make use of the ancient landing-place, began 
to build dwellings and storehouses in that deserted spot; and 
in the excavations made for foundations and in the search for 
materials for building, they came across some blocks covered 
with inscriptions, which were published, partly by M. Doublet 
in the Bull. de Corr. Hell. XIII, pp. 74-75, and partly by myself 
in the Museo Ital. III, pp. 737 seqq. With one exception, these 
inscriptions consist of mere reminders and vows to Artemis, cut 
or caused to be cut by visitors on the walls of a temple, without 
any regard for order. Sometimes they fill only one block; some- 
times they spread over two contiguous blocks, passing over the 
joints; sometimes they are so crowded that they are written, one 
above the other, so as to make an almost undecipherable mass of 
letters. 

In the last few years some new buildings have been added to 
the earlier ones, and new holes have been dug in the ground 
in the search for ancient material that could be used. In this 
way the remains of the temple itself, whence came the first scat- 
tered inscriptions, were discovered; but they were seized upon 
at once and partially covered by new huts built above them, so 
that the ground plan can now hardly be made out. The archi- 
tectural remains, among which may still be seen fragments of 
Ionic columns of an artificial and bad style, show, however, 
that the building was of a late date, and perhaps not much 
older than the inscriptions discovered up to the present time. 
It occupied a space slightly raised above the right bank of the 
little torrent that comes down from the Haghios Galinis valley, 
but a short distance from the point where it enters the sea. 
About it, on both sides of the stream, are seen a few remnants 
of poor buildings, while on the little height that rises above 
the port on the east there are found traces of an insignificant 
necropolis. There is no trace of other public buildings, a fact 
which proves the slight importance of the place. 

In taking possession of the remains of the temple, the .peasants 
came upon some more inscriptions of the same character as those 
discovered ten years ago, and preserved them, or built them into 
the walls of the new houses in the place. As will be seen from 
the form of the characters, they all belong to the Roman period. 
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78. Mural block of limestone; 0.375 m. high, 0.635 m. wide, 
0.20 m. thick. In the storehouse of Grigorios Stavrulakis. It is 
covered all over with inscriptions, cut on it at different times. 
Of these, only three are entire and legible. 

AN 

a. Eolao po [ 
Tpo/4'pov 'Ap- 
TelFt& EvX 7V. 

b. Under the preceding: 

A[a] 4[d]p[,q]9 'AprTek 
CVXIJV. 

c. Under the preceding, a little more to the right: 

leparr 41v 'AprT('•4tt) E X 'V. 

In the central part a name in large letters, placed over the 
other inscriptions, began and ran over on the contiguous block 
to the right: 

1w7 17[ptO9] 
or something like it. 

The third line, which can be seen along the left margin, must 
probably be read and filled in: 

. 'Ap'p]Et] xa[p]-[7T]rj [ptov. 

The last name to the right in the lower part seems to be 

'Iao [ ..... 
The six letters distinctly legible above the inscription of Sera- 

pion make a proper name, 
Ma'rat, 

which may be compared with 
the known name, also of a woman, Mardit (C.I.A. 1II, 2848). 

The rest is hopeless. 
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79. Mural block much worn on the surface, in the same store- 
house; 0.305 m. high, 0.64 m. wide, 0.215 m. thick. 

72, 

Maw 
- ?-Ka 

S.. ?W4, go 
its" 

M 

............ aov 'Ap 
'AprTe.t [8t 

.......'Ape']•tLLt EvXrV 

Me'] vav3p [os (?) 
EKdpEtco0 Pdo-'rpt 

KXav8t[a . 

The name Pdo-Tptv we had already found at Gortyna. Yca'd- 

petcos is new, so far as I know. Cf. the common noun crKdpptoq 
(-Kcaptfetvco, a-captod'o/Lat). 

80. Another mural block, like the preceding, now imbedded in 
the wall of the house of Manoli Manolitzaki; 0.365 m. high, 
0.60 m. wide, 0.245 m. thick. 

i 
.707 
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Only the last inscription is clear. 

'Atzeistol 
5Ideicov 
'Apre'] /.LEL. 

Above this 
'Apr[e'] /.LTL Eux'r7v. 

In the upper line, an inscription, partly written over another, 
which also ends with the word EbXYV, preceded by 'ApTe'pEL or 

'ApTe'pt. 

81. Another block walled into the corner of the same house; 
0.325 m. high, 0.63 m. wide, 0.22 m. thick. 

- - - -------- 

'7v 

I 

The third and last lines alone are clear: 

Line 3. . ... 'Apre't& E[X? v. 
Line 5. 

Frvj•pov 
Tapov . . . . 

82. Mural block in the same house; 0.285 m. high, 0.42 m. wide. 

cEl PILata, 

'A7roXXoYvo[v 
'ApTC4U Xa- 

puor~17]ptov. 

The letters [po-Ta-], if they were not omitted through the care- 
lessness of the man who cut the inscription, must have been on 
the next block to the left. 
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I can hardly believe that this is the inscription published, with 
letters of the same shape, by M. Doublet, in the Bull. de Corr. 
Hell. XIII, p. 74, and read and filled in by him thus: 

'ArdX7Xwvt 
'ApTt-U(8&) Xa- 
pg urTjov. 

Nothing, or nearly nothing, can be obtained from the two fol- 

lowving fragments. 

83. Limestone, of the same kind, but with unsmoothed surface, 
walled into the interior of the unfinished house of Dimitri Verga- 
daki; 0.145 m. high, 0.29 m. wide. Reading difficult and doubtful. 

Line 3. 0[v] a[av (?) 

84. Fragment built into the interior of the house of Manoli 
Manolitzaki, near the arch of the fireplace; 0.165 m. high, 0.49 m. 
wide. 

85. Block built into the outside of the house of Janni Verga- 
daki; 0.23 m. high, 0.38 m. wide; letters, 0.03 m. high. 

CfANIOY .. 0 . os l'avov 
H'Apr4 

' 1XIv. 

The form of the name is clearly Pdvto9, and not Ppdvtoq. 

86. Small block, or plinth, of limestone walled in to the left 
of the window of Michail Mathiudaki's house; 0.145 m. high, 
0.23 m. wide; letters, 0.02-0.022 m. high. The a is lunated (C), 
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while the E is square. On the right side of the last two lines, 
there is a break in the stone which has been skipped over by the 

person who cut the inscription. 

Z W CIMOC Z0L oC 

Arw N C E "AywosE- 
Y X H N A Tin vX7v ar- 

E A 
'OK,. 

87. Piece of limestone built into the exterior of the house of 
the brothers Mamalaki, on the garden side; 0.23 m. high, 0.32 m. 
wide; letters, 0.045-0.055 m. high, slightly apicated. 

T.KA A Y 
EYA Xb N 

E Y X 

T. KXaOv'[So 

Aa•Po[o'pov 
Cex [v-. 

88. From Haghios Galinis comes also the following fragment, 
shown to me, at Rettimo, by MM. J. Drosaki and A. Vlataki. 
It is a piece of a marble slab, 0.255 m. high, 0.337 m. wide, 
0.022 m. thick, with letters of very bad and careless shape, and 

evidently of a late period, 0.01-0.022 m. high. 

E•T 
NANw T E P 

NIP• 
AAIE 

C Y MBEI 
E.l 

A E 1: XEoA o N P A NT AEC 
ITGZNENEXECeE TOY TOIC 

IMACINEZE AA CEN AET IN O N 
IKACTHPIONA NE N E K K I H 
'OIAEA KOACEKETHNn 

ECHT 

I do not attempt to decide as to its contents, for it seems to me 
too obscure. Some phrases make me suspect that it may contain a 
rescription, or Imperial letter. The more distinctly legible groups 
are : Line 2. ..... o. •dvo[v (?) . .. 

.... .. w aVwepwpv. ... 
. 

.....TV4•3e. 
. & 

8'XeboV wvdra9 
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Line 5. ......... 
ive'X•eee 7r70oroL 

..e.. 
iaEXdcov & TVLV 

.....tao.r..7pto, 
.. ..... 

The ro7ot(0L of line 5 is divided in the writing 70ot; ot;. In 
line 6 we have a correction of the stone-cutter, who had left out 
the co. In line 7 the fourth letter from the end seems to be a 

queer-shaped ic, the last letter an H. 

CNossos. 

89. From the district of Cnossos I have only a fragment of an 
archaic stele of local stone to present, which was found, a few 

years ago, by peasants, in the field of Christodoulos Akrithaki, 
near the village of Archanes. It is now imbedded in the dry 
wall which divides the field from the public road. The upper 
border was originally adorned with a cornice, which was chiselled 
off when the stone was fixed in the wall. 

2AA OT V\ 

The inscription contains, in two lines, running from right to 
left, the name of a woman in the nominative, with her patro- 
nymic in the genitive: 

. . . tcata 
S. . . o0o70 . 

The t has the same form as in the only archaic fragment found 
at Cnossos,' to which state the district of Archanes must have 
belonged. 1 Monumenti dei Lincei, III, p. 439, No. 205. 
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EASTERN CRETE. 

In my journey to the eastern extremity of the island, taken 
with the especial object of studying the topography and the 

antiquities of Praesos, I found no epigraphical novelties. The 

only important document that has come to light, in the last few 

years, is the inscription of Sitia, containing a treaty between 
the Praesians and the Sitians, which was copied and published 
in facsimile by Dr. Mariani,' and which I may perhaps later 
make the subject of a further study. The results of my archaeo- 

logical investigations at Praesos will be given in a later article. 
A sepulchral inscription from Itanos, of which an exact copy was 
transmitted to me after my departure from Crete, is all that I 
have to communicate from this part of the island. 

ITANos. 

90. Slab of local dark stone found at Erimopolis,2 now in the 
house of Georgios Strataki, at Palaekastron (Sitia); 0.15 m. 

high, 0.27 m. wide. Letters, 0.01-0.03 m. high. Copied by 
Professor Bourdoumbaki. 

A N A E= o IPP o 'Avdc$iros 
AP To K PA To Y ' ApL(rToKpdTovU 

S1A•-TTEP 
EYi ()LX(OTfJCUq.' 

Inscription belonging to the tomb of a xenos or metoichos. 
Philotera is the city of the Trogloditike on the Arabian Gulf 

mentioned by Strabo, XCVI, 769, and by Stephanus of Byzan- 
tium.3 The latter calls an inhabitant of the town a 4PtkeoEp'- 
Tiv. Here we have 

(tO•hTEPEMV. 
I do not think that this 

Anaxippos is a citizen of Philotera or Philoteria in Coele-syria, 
the ethnieon of which is 4thCore'pLog.4 

FEDERICO HALBHERR. 
ROME. 

1 Monamenti dei Lincei, VI, pp. 299, 400. 
2 This is the name given nowadays to the place where the ruins of Itanos are, 

See Museo Ital. III, p. 561. 

4 Steph. Byz. ibidem. 
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